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THE COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED MEAL 
A N D  COTTON SEED 
G. S. Fr,-\r,s, ( ' 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~ ~  'l'0 THE ESZ-'ERIJTENT ST- TIO ON. 
This l~ul let in contains a discussion of tlie composition of cotton- 
seed n ~ e a l  so!d ill Texas ancl i n  other  States, wit11 a description of 
t l ~ c  lnethocl of milling and with some discussion of the  effect of niill- 
il1.r on the compo~i t ion  of the meal. Some work on the  compositioi~ 
of cotton seed is also given. 
,4ccording to  Bulletin 131, Bureau of t h e  (2elecsus, i n  1914 t l ~ e r c  
\-rere 885 c.ottonseecl oil mills in  the  Th i t ed  States, of nrliich 233. or  
27' per cent., \rere i n  Texas. They  crushed a total of 4,847,628 tons 
of cotton seed, of n-Iiich l,l91,:50S, or  36.5 per cent., were crusliecl in  
I '  The  compa ra t i~e  amol-rnts and  values of the  proclucts are given 
in Table 1. 
TABLE 1.-COTTONSEED STATISTICS. 
Seed crushed, tons . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Oi! , gallons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
&teal and cake, tons .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hulls, t ons . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Idinters, pounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
United Texas 
Oi!,value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  81,024,372 $ 16,296,613 20.4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l l c a l  and calie,valur 56,093,519 13,348,620 20.4 
I3ulls,value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11,206,774 2,793,628 24.9 
Lint r rs , ia luc  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  7,711,75J 1.749.18~ 22.7' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tota l .  I$ 156,036,41719 34,188.071 1
,2lthoug11 oil is the chief product of cotton seed c r n ~ h i n g ,  yet its 
T-alue is little more t han  50 per cent. of the  total  value of tlie prod- 
nct:: in  the T'nited States, taken as a whole, and  less t han  50 per cent. 
in  Texas. Cottonseecl cake o r  meal has over one-third tke x-alue of 
the total output:  so t ha t  it mus t  be. repardecl as  one of the  mnin 
ljroilucts of the incl~istry. rather  t han  a by-13rocluct. 
DEFINITION OF TERAIS. 
The orclinary analysis of a feeding stnff gives i ts  content of pro- 
tein. etller estract (nrhich i s  very often callccl Fat o r  oil),  crude fiber, 
nitrogen-flee cstl.nct. ~ v ~ t e r ,  9nd ash. T11e t e r i~ l s  nitrogen and  am- 
monia are also -ri+ed frequently i n  connection ~ v i t h  cottonseed n i e ~ l .  
These terms arc clefinecl briefly i n  the  follov-ing paragraphs: 
P? 'o~P~?z  is ;In ini1~ortniit constituent of t h ~  feed, containing 16 per 
cent. nitrogen, n-lliF1i i(: iisecl largely t o  form flesh, muscle, and  other 
similar portions of the animal hotly. TTThen protein is  fed i n  excess, 
i t  I I ; ~ ?  also 11c ucecl for  l'attening piirposes, 01' fo r  the  prorluction of 
Nitrogen is a constituent of protein, and protein is calculated by 
multiplying nitrogen by 6.25. The statement of the nitrogen content 
of a feed, or of cottonseed meal, is thus equivalent to stating the pro- 
tein in different terms. By multiplying the protein hy 0.16 it is con- 
verted icto terms of nitrogen. 
Ammonia as such is not contained in protein or in cottonseed meal, 
but nitrogen in protein may be expressecl in terms of ammonia bp 
multiplying nitrogen by 1.215. Ammonia may be convertecl into terms 
of nitroyen by mnltiplj-ing by .882, or into t ~ r m s  of protein mul- 
tiplying by 5.1 5. 
Fat,. or oil. is the term usually applied to the ether extract of cot- 
tonseed meal. This $uhstance is extracted by ether and is cornposecl 
mostly of fats and oils. For factory-control purposes, the oil is es- 
tracted hv means of petroleum ether. This method gives somewhat 
lower results than tho method of extracting with ethyl ether, which 
must necessarjl~ hcl used b~r  Feed Control Offikials. 
Fats and oils are used in the animal body as a source of 1~ocly heat 
and to furnish heat and energy. Fat contains more heat or energy 
per pound than nitrogen-free extract or carlnoh~rclr.ates, having about 
2.25 times the value of the digested portions of tl~ese. 
3Titrogen-free Ertract is a group containing 2 nuinl~er of substantes 
of widely different properties. I n  the case of cottonseed meal, i t  con- 
tains pentosans, a sugar known as raffinose, and some other substances. 
I n  the case of cottonseed hulls, i t  is composeci of less valuable and 
lees easily digested substances. The nitrogen-free extract that hag 
been digested is used by the body for the purposc of supplying heat 
and energy, and for the production of fat. 
Crude Pibey is lhat portion of the feed which is left after i t  has 
been subjected, first to the action of boiling 1% per cent. sodium hy- 
droxide, and then to the action of boiling 14 per cent. sulphuric acid. 
The pure kernel of cotton seed is low in crude fiber, while the hull 
is liigll in crude fiber. The digested crude fiber has some value to 
tJ1c animal for producing heat, but the work involved in digestion is 
so great that in many cases the animal rewllv secures no benefit from 
the digestion of crude fiber. The more crlide fiber a feed contains, 
the poorer is its quality, compared with other feeds of the same 
character. 
Ash is the residue left when the substance is burned. It consists 
largely of lime, magnesia, and other non-volatile constituents. as well 
as some carbon held in the form of carbonate. 
Water is present in all feeding stuffs. A high water content is 
liable to cause damage to the feed by heating or fermentation, espe- 
cially in warm weather. The greater the percentage of water, the lower 
are the percentage@ of other ingredients. 
Productive Value. The productive value of a feed is the quantity 
of fa t  it will produce on a fattening animal, when added to a ration 
already sufficient to support the animal. By fat, we do not mean 
gain in weight, but sctual fat. 
Peeding Va7ue. The feeding value of a feeding stuff may be es- 
pressed in  terms of its content of digestible protein and its productive 
value. The former represents its value for the production o r  repair 
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of flesh; the latter its r a l~ le  as a source of heat, energy, or fat. 
animal requires much more productive value than it cloes digest 
protein. (For discussion, see - Bulletin 1'70. j 
A n  
ible 
PRODUCTS FROM COTTON SEED. 
'Pt~ble 2 contains the quantities of the various products secu 
fro111 cotton seecl, as calculated from the United States Census Reports 
and from Bulletin 131, Bureau of the Census. The report in  the tenth 
census (1880) is evirlentl~ only ar, estimate. 
TABLE 2.-PRODUCTS FROM A TON OF COTTON SEED. 
Meal Oil i Hulls Lint. Loss 1 Oil 
1 Ibs. lbs. 1hs. ihs. bs. 
I I 
1 
U. S. Tenth Census, 1879. . ' 
U. S. Twelfth Census, 1899. . : : : 1 
U. S. * .  1904. .  . . .  
U. S. Thirteenth Census, 1909. . . . .  
U. s.! 1914. . . . .  
Texas 1899 (U. S. Census). . . . . . . . .  
Texas 1904 (U. S. Census). . . . . . . . .  
Texas 1909 (U. S. Census). . . . . . . . .  
Texas 1914 (U. S. Census). . . . . . . .  
The table shows an increase in  the quantity of meal, and of lint se- 
cured since 1880, ancl a decrease in  the  quantity of hulls. There is 
no evident increase in  the quantity of oil since 1899 for Texas, and 
since 1904, for the entire country. This is not what we should ex- 
pect from the results of the chemical analysis of the cottonseed meal, 
as i t  contains less oil than formerly. The lower quantity of oil is, 
however, offset to some extent by the larger yield of meal. 
The increase in lint is clue to its more thorocugh removal from the 
seed. The increase in mefil is clue partly to changes i n  methods, partly 
to the manufacture of proclucts of lower grade. The decrease i n  hulls 
is chiefly due to the fact that more of then1 get into the meal but also 
to the fact that the? are 11101-e cloeelp delinted. 
CO1\fPOSITION O F  TEXAS 3iEAL. 
The average cottonseed meal on the Texas market has decreased i n  
feeding value since 1907, when the amended feed law went into effect. 
This is shown in Table 3, which contains the average composition of 
Tesas cottonseed meal, as shown by analyses made for the Feed Con- 
trol from Jniv 1, 1907, to  Janunry 1, 1916, averaged in  periods of 
six months. These R T ' P I Y I ~ ~ S  inclnde both cottonseed cake ancl cotton- 
seed melil. 
,In esamination of tllc tal,le sllon-s a decrease in  protein and in 
fat, :111c1 an iltc~ewee in nitrogen-free extract ancl crude fiber. Tlle i~sh  
content is little rarial~le ancl the m-ater content s1101vs a slight increase. 
There is a general t e n d e n c ~  for the protein and fa t  to l)c higher 
ancl the crucle fiber to he lower (luring the first six nlontl~s of the 
season. The lower per cent. of protein and f a t  found cluring the 
seeoncl six months is a~co11113anied blv a higher amol~n t  of.crucle fiber, 
hnt this increase in crnclc fiher is not always in proportion to the 
decrease in  p ~ o t e i n  01-er ' the first s i s  months. I n  1908-9, fo r  example, 
during the fil st six inontl~s of the season, cottonseecl meal averaged 
47.42 protein and 8.99 f a t :  11-1lile. during the seconcl c i s  ~.uontl~s.  the 
' ayerage was 41.86 protein and 9.09 fat. In the first periocl, thc arcr- 
age percentage of crude fiber was 6.78: 11-hile cluring the second period 
i t  was 7.65. Thus a clecrea3e of 2.56 per cent. i n  protein is accom- 
panied by an increasc of only 0.87 pel. cent. crude fiher. This indi- 
cates tha t  tlle seed worked during the second periocl containecl a 
smaller per cent. of protein than the seed n.orltec1 during the first 
period. A similar difference in  the wed is inclicatecl in Fonle of the 
other periods. 
An increase in the crude fiber i n  cottonseed meal means an increase 
i n  the quantity of cottonseed llulls present. A11 esamination of the 
table shows a steady increase in  crucle fiher. There has thus been. on 
an  average, an increase of cottonseed hulls present in ,  cottonseed meal 
solcl in Tesas. The  arerage 'Texas feeders i n  191.5 received cottonseed 
meal that  contains consicterah1~- less protein an(1 more hulls than was 
received by the feeders i n  1907. Thc? gnaranteecl ralue is also less, 
since most of the me21 is  nom ~olrl  as prime, r a t l l ~ r  than  choice. 
The decrease in  qualit? is, of ccnrse, a c ~ o r n l ~ ~ n i e d  by a decrease in 
feeding value. This is also shown in  the tahlc. The cli,rreetil)le pro- 
tein decreases from 41.07 to 37.07, ancl the 1~roclnctive ~ .a lue ,  expressec? 
a s  f a t ,  decreases from 19.28 to  16.98. The ;I~c!.ea.lpc in quality is due 
TABLE 3.-AVERAGE PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTON SEED MEAL 
SAMPLES, COLLECTED B Y  FEED INSPECTORS. 
July 1. 1907-Jan. 1, 1908. . 
Jan.l,1908-July1,1908.. 
J y  1 1908-Jan. 1 1909. . 
- Jan. 1, 1909-July 1 ,  1909. . 
July 1, 1909-Jan. 1, 1910. . 
Jan.1,1910-July1,1910.. 
July 1 1910-Jan 1 1911.. 
Jan. 1: i B i i - ~ u ~ $  1: 1911.. 
Joly1.1911-Jan.1,1912.. 
Jan. 1, 1912-July 1, 1912. . 
July 1 1912-Jan 1 1913 
Jan. I,' 1913-JUI~ 1: 1913: : 
July 1 ,  1913-Jan. 1,  1914. . 
Jan. 1, 1914-July 1, 1914. . 
July 1, 1914-.Jan. 1, 1915. . 
Jan. 1, 1915-July 1, 1915. . 
July 1, 1915-Jan. 1 ,  1916. . 
47.89, 8.94 
47.65 9.73 6.50' 23.74 6.62 5.76 266 41 . 0 7  19.28 
6.91 158 
47.4% 8.99 6.78 25.0) 6 . 0 j  5.71 41.28 18.87 159 
212 
74 
223 
112 
184 
163 
174 
189 
140 
130 
208 
185 
257 
23.79 6.8: 5.61 
44.86 
47.41 
45.75 
46 54 
45:55 
46.59 
45.21 
44 87 
44:79 
45.14 
44.46 
45.42 
44.19 
43.71 
7 6 5 2 6 3 4  
23137 
20.15 
2.5.07 
25.22 
24.60 
24.77 
25.64 
25.13 
24.05 
23.52 
25.14 
25.46 
25.35 
40 88 19 04 
b i ( 3 8 : 6 7 l k : 7 8  
40 87 18 78 
39:44118:63 
40 12 18 8 3  
38195 18:39 
40.16 18.63 
38 6') 17 92 
SX:SB/ 18:13 
9 091 
9.13 7:66 
8.91 7.85 
8 98 7.66 
8187 8.15 
8.791 7.78 
8.33 8.79 
38.30 
38.90 
37.70 
38.83 
37.78 
37.07 
6 2 4  5 8 1  
6:9O 5:53 
8.57 
8.37 
8.51 
8.50 
8.08 
7.86 
7.38 
17.87 
17.86 
17.46 
17.80 
17.56 
16.98 
7.09 
6.49 
6.97 
5.76 
1.42 
6.66 
7.1s 
7.33 
7.90 
7.07 
7.34 
7.41 
8.91 
!).22 
9 .YL 
10.05 
8.61 
9.39 
10.62 
5.25 
5.26 
5.28 
5.48 
5.48 
5.35 
5.34 
5.43 
5.57 
5.68 
5.76 
5.53 
to improved methods of manufacture, and to the retention of !lulls 
in  the meal for the purpose of manufacturing prime rather than choice 
meal. That is to say, i n  1907-8 a large proportion of the mills were 
making choice meal, containing about 55  per cent. protein and fa t  
comhinecl; but in 1915-16, only s small number of mills were mak- 
ing clioice meal, while most of them were endeavoring to make prime 
meal, containing 51 per cent. protein and fat, combined. The tendency 
is for cottonseed meal to decrease .in feecling value until it reaches the 
nlinirnuro perinitted i)y i.he State Iamrs, or other controlling influences. 
CHANGES I N  QUALITY IIN OTHER STATES. 
The decrease i n  average quality of cottonseed 111eal observed in  
Texas a l ~ o  map be found to occur i n  other States when a sufficiently 
long pcrjocl of time is taken into consideration. 
'ABLE 4.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SOUTH CAROLINA COTTONSEED MEAL. 
Ammonia 
Per Cent 
,< 'OPC~JL Ccrro1ina.-Table Yo. 4 shonrs the average composition of 
samples of South Carolina cottonseed meal collectid under the fer- 
tilizer lau-, as giwn in  Bulletin No. 181 of the South Carolina Xx- 
periment Station. The average composition from 1890-1 to 1900-1 
s21o~-s no decrease, hut varies irregularly from 8.19 per cent. ammonia 
(4'2.17 protein) in 1894-5 to 8.YS per cent. ammonia (44.96 protein) 
in 1899-1900. After 1900-1, when the average ammonia  as 5.55 per 
cent, there mas a decrease until approximately 1908-9. (7.27 per cent. 
ammonia, or 37.41 per cent. protein), after ~ v l ~ i c h  year the average 
is again somewhat irregular. To judge klfr other States, the decrease 
TI-ill continue until the average is very near the minimum perlnittecl 
by the 8 t p . t ~  law, nnme1.c.. 7.0 per cent. ammonia or 36 per cent. 
protein. 
TABLE 5.-AVERAGE PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF LOUISIANA COTTONSEED 
MEALS. 
Nitrogen 
Extract 
-- 
Louisiana.-Table No. 5 shows the average composition of Louisiana 
cottonseed meal, compiled from Feed Control bulletins of the Expcri- 
ment Station, or of the Department of Agriculture. The average pro- 
tein content of Louisiana meal decreapes from 42.32 per cent. in 
1906-7 to 39.07 per cent. in 1913-14. The crude fiber increases from 
8.05 in 1906-7 to 12.04 in 1913-14. During this period there has 
been an average increase of about 4 per cent. crude fiber or about 9 
per cent. hulls. It is to he expected that the decrease. in quality will 
continue until some effective check is interpo~ed. 
Ilfassnc71,usetts.-Tal,le No. 6 shows the average composition of cot- 
tonseed meal sold in Massachusetts as given in Bulletin No. 158 of 
the Massachusetts Experiment Station. I'11er.e is a very large decrease 
in protein, from 46.02 in 1907' to 40.2 per cent. in 1914, and an in- 
crease in  crude fibcr from 5.08 per cent. in the first period to 9.04 per 
cent. in  the last period. This is an increase of 3.06 per cent. crude 
fiber or about 8 per cent. hulls. Unless some other check is inter- 
posed, the decrease in quality ma? continue until the Interstate min- 
imum of 36 per cent. protein is i~early reached, when the crude fiber 
wonld average about 13.4 per cent. The demand for  prime or choice 
meal may also interpose a check. 
TABLE 6.-COMPOSITI-ON OF COTTONSEED MEAL SOLD IN 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Year 
I No. of I Protein / Fat  / Fiber 
Samples Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Other States.-Table No. 7  show^ the average composition of vari- 
ous cottonseed meals sold in other States. We have not attempted to 
collect averages for a sufficiently long period to show the changes dis- 
cussed above. The average cornpopition of cottonseed meal quoted 
from the "Cotton Plant" represents analvses made before 1900. They 
show a high protein and fat. content and a very low crude fiber con- 
tent as compared with the recent analyses given in the table. The 
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high fat content (14.23 per cent.), of course, means a great loss of 
valuable oil due to incomplete extraction, and the decreased oil con- 
tent shown by recent analyses shows decided iniprovenlents in the 
methods of extraction. The increase in crude fiber shows the pres- 
ence of an increased quantity of hulls. 
TABLE 7.-COMPOSITION OF VARIOUS COTTONSEED MEALS. 
The Cotton Plant (to 1890). . . . . . .  
The Cotton Plant all Meal 400. . . .  
. New York, 1911 for 1910. . . . . . . . .  
New York 1912 for 1911 . 
~ e w  ~ o r k :  1913 for 1612: . : : : : : : 
New York, 1914 for 1913. . . . . . . . .  
New York, 1915 for 1914.. . . . . . . .  
New Jersey, 1909-10. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
New Jersey, 1910-11. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
New Jersey, 191 1-12. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
New Jersey, 1912-13. ............ 
New Jersey, 1913-14. ............ 
Pennsylvania, 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pennsylvania, 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pennsylvanja, 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pennsylvania, 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pennsylvania 1910 
~ennsjrlvania: 1411 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Pennsylvania, 19 12. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pennsylvania, 1914. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kentucky,l914 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Carolina, 1906-7.. ......... 
North Carolina 1908-9 
North ~aro l ina :  1912-13.'.'.: : : : : : : 
. .... Georgia, 1913-14 (fertilizer). , 
Georgia Feed, 191 1-12. . . . . . . . . . .  
Georgia Feed, 1912-13. . . . . . . . . . .  
Georgia Feed, Nov., 1913-1915. ... 
The average New York analyses, average from t ? ~ e  Experiment Sta- 
tion bulletins, show an almost stable condition with regard to protein 
and crude fiber. These are quite similar to the analyses averaged 
from the New Jersey Experiment Station bulletins. Thc analyses 
n~acle in Pennsylvania from bulletins of the Department of Agricul- 
ture, with the exception of 1907, show an increase in CI-ude fiber. I n  
the case of North Carolina, with the exception of 1906-7, the aver- 
age composition reached several pears ago zhe minimum of 7.5 per 
cent. ammonia permitted by the fertilizer lam.. The average Georgia 
analyses made under the fertilizer law are somewhat above the mini- 
mum of Y.5 per cent. ammonia permitted br  the fertilizer law, but 
the averages made ~ ~ n d e r  the foregoing lam. are below the minimum of 
7.5 per cent. ammonia or 38.63 per cent. protein. 
Table No. 8 shows the average composition of cottonseed meal made 
in some Geor,gia mills during August and September according to a 
statement of the Picard-Law Company, Atlanta, Georgia, printed in 
the Oil Miller, October, 1915. The analyses do not represent the 
larger mills, which have their own chemists. The number of mills 
that were represented in Au,gust and September. 1915, was 54; while 
tllc number represented in  previous years was not given. A decrease 
in the quality of cottonseed meal as shown by the  ainnlonia content is 
clearly sl~on-n. Meal sold in Georgia mav not contain less tlian 7.5 
per cent. ainmonia. These analyses show tha t  consiclerable qumitities 
of a product he1011- t11e Georgia requirements l ~ a ~ c  been n ~ a d e  in Ckorgia 
during August ancl September for a number of Tears. This luenl ~ x a y  
hare been esl3ortecl to foreign countries or to States that  11a\-c n Ion-cr ' 
protein requirement tllali Georgia. ancl not solcl a.1.: cottonseecl ~ncal  in 
Georgia con t r ay  to Georgia law. 
TABLE 8.-COMPOSITION OF GEORGIA $OTTONSEED MEAL I N  AUG.-SEPT. 
The (lecrease in  quality of cottonseecl meal is clue to two cause$. 
First. It is clue to improrenlents in the process of oil inilling, 
leacling to a hette?. separation of meats from the l~u l l s  and n hetter 
cstraction of oil from the cake. 
Second. Tt is clue to the control of the hull content of the mcaT 
for the p ~ r p o ~ e  of making meal of the desirecl pi.otein (nitrogen o r  
animonia) content, or protein and fat  content. 
These two topics will he cliscnssecl i11 suhseque~~t  llngcs. 
Moisture / Oil 
Per Cent , Per Cent 
D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  THE PROCESSES O F  OIT, 3 I I L T ~ T S G .  
Ammonia 
I n  order to c l i ~ c ~ s s  properly the improvenlents in tlic 1)rocesscs of 
oil milling, i t  is necessary to h a ~ e  a description of t 1 1 ~  131-ocesc; of oil 
milling. 
One Desc~.il~tion.--Tl~c following is one olltline of  the 1;rnr.css of 
crushing cotton seed : 
The seecls are unloadecl from the cars alld 1,lacecl i n  piles 1i11on 
the floor of the warehouse. I n  some cases, they are rlistril,ute[l in 
S~T-era1 places, and thus inised with other seeclq: in other cases, tllc 
different kinds are ljilcvl sepal-atply. The sep(l+ are ta1;cil first to 
111ac,hines. which reinorc3 t lust, clir t, cotton boll$, trnsh, loose lint, ctc., 
the ~ a l u a b l e  portions being sarecl. The amount of dir t  ant1 trasll is, 
in some cases, considerable. Dir t  and tra.11 r e ino~ed  from the cot to^^ 
dtlring the proceps of ginning are sometimes misecl with tlic seer1 l ~ y  
the ginner. This is nom- pro!libitecl i n  Tesas 1)y the n-areliousr Ian-. 
The seeds are then ~ * ~ g i n n e d ,  oonce or more, Por the purpov of re- 
iiioring some of the short l int  adhering to their). tTn(ler orcliiiary 
conditions this l int  is  ~ r o r t k  + to 1 cent per pound, but cluring n-ar 
conclitions. it has been ~ ~ - 0 r t h  as much as '7 cents per pound, as i t  is 
used in  the manufacture of gun cotton. The ceed may be ~-~ginnecT 
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nloderatel-, or closcl~., or ~e\-or.al times. The lint secureci i n  the close 
reginning is FO s l io~ t  t l ~ ~ t  i t  is ordinarily of lo~v value, and nncler 
normal conditions its removal is not often profital~lc. 
'I'!le see4 nest  go to the Au7lers. The)- consist of a series of l c l ~ i ~ e s  
revolving on a disc or cylii~rler against a fised linife. 'L'he 111~llei~ cant  
the seecl so that  the lieinels ma? drop out. T\TO llllllers are usua1l.v 
used, hut sometime-s only one. n'l1eii ~II-o l~lillcrs are usecl, the f i r4  
one cuts most of the seed. The second one cut9 tlic remaiilder aiitl 
grinds the hulls so that  the clesired amo~ul t  of 111111-bran g?es in wit11 
the kernels. The acljustment of the knives is varied to suit the size 
of the wed, the cut desired in  the first huller, and tlie amount of 
grinding :.lc~Irecl i~? the second. With three hullers, the i n t ~  ocl~ictioi~ 
of 111111-l~ran is still morc easily re,gulated. Tit11 o111)- one Iiuller.. i t  i!: 
dificult to cut a11 tlic seed properly; either there is a loss of oil. 1~ 
al~sorption 13y the lint or hulls, or loss of meats, clue to uncut se.ed. 
'Phe first huller sl~ould cut the hull only, so that  the entire kernel 
drops out, but of course a certain proportion of the kcrilela are taut. 
I f  the lternels are cut too niuch or are ~nasl~ccl 1 1 ~  dull linives or ~vroiig 
acljustment cluring the linlliag, oil is absorljed 1 3 ~ -  t11e llulls or tlic lint 
on the hulls, ancl fine particles of the lierilel~ stick to t l ~ e  hnlls or 
arc inasl~ecl into thenl or the lint. The result is a loss of oil due to 
ab.\cr!)tion. Close c l ~ l j n i i a , ~  is saicl to recllicc l o s ~  of oil 1)y al)co1'13- 
tinii. The mist- we of the hulls, kernels, and nncut seed froiri t l ~ c  
f i l-~t  l iu l le~ go to tlie first shab.e~., vhich ifarlies l~crforatecl metal 
cc7eeils. n-l~icll are i i s ~ l ; ~ I l ~ -  flat a116 viljrate 11y ~haliing. I n  goinp nz-cr 
t l ~ c  ,qcreens, the Iiulls felt together, anel the lccrnels clrop tlii.oug11 tile 
perforations avlcl are conveyed to the. rolls. ?'he sizes of the pel.l'o1.n- 
tioils n l  c adjnstecl t o  tlic lcincl of seed and tlie gracle of iileal clcsirctl. 
T l ~ e  ,%tlanta Utility ITorlis, on page 7 of the Oil 34illcr f:)i9 Fc.l)l.~i- 
nry, 191.5, and else~vllere, aclvertise ~11;ll;crs 11-itll "Tlelnoval~lc ,da~li to 
regulate the ammonia." 
TITlien the seed a.rp closely delinted, tlierc i-4 iliffic~llty i l l  ~ c l ) * ~ r a t -  
ing. ~ ~ ' h i ~ 1 1  is ~omet i~i les  orercoi-ne 1,- tl)e use of 1lnpcl.forate0 ~ i i ( ' t ; ~ ' l  
herore thc sci*ecJns in the firsf ghaker. ~1~11icll l~erinits t l ~ e  hulls to fr l t  
togcthei. hefore the7 reach tlie pel.fbrations. 
Thc 11ullg and uncnt seedy from the first sl~al\rers go to the ; l ;~.sf 
bcotcrs. 'rhese arc a cylindrical scl*een r.ol~taining ~evolviilq pad tl lc. 
~vhich heat the m~te r i a l ,  knocli out the lie1.11els :.nil permit tlie111 t o  
fall through llle perforations of the screen. T l ~ e  lccrnels 11suall.i- fa11 
lipon h second flat screen, whic11 malces a furtllel. separatinn (IT licia- 
ne1.s fro-oln hulls. Tlie kernels go into the conrcyor to the rolls. 'L'l~e 
tailings from thc first beater go to tlie aeconrl hli7lcl-. The knives of 
this h n l l t ~ ~  atPc set sufficiently close to cut, all the seed that  pass the 
first hnllcr, :~ncl also to grind the hnlls, so as to put a sufficient 
quantity of 11nlls in ~ r i t h  the kernels to ~nalic. the clesirecl co~~ljc~qit ion.  
The Carver Comq~anp make the follo~ving state~ncnt in regard to 
seconcl hulling : 
"Jn the process of Cctton Seecl Oil J l i l l i ~ ~ g  nrhere i t  is clesired to 
do tlouhle l l~Il i i ly,  02' regrind the hulls to o1)tain hull-hran, the Disc 
Huller is the proper machine for this work. At thiq point in the 
progress of the proclnct tllrougll the mill t1ici.c s!loulcl l)c w r y  little 
of the cottonseed meats or meals in the hull :, in fact, if the previous 
operations have been performed efficiently, the amount of meats should 
not be above 1 or 2 per ceni. This, therefore, allows for the effi- 
cient use of the disc huller, its abrasive action being just what is 
desired to grind the hull to a fine state, thus 1)roclucing a product 
that allows of a separation giving hull-bran and'hnll; but, clue to the , 
low percentage of meats, the absorption loss becomes negligible." 
The prodiict of the second huller falls cpon the second shaker, 
consisting of vibrating screens like those of the first shaker, but with 
different perforations. The kernels ancl hull-bran go into a conveyor 
to the rolls. The hulls go to a second beater similar to the first beater. 
The hulls from this machine go to the hull house and the product, 
consisting of hull-bran, with v e q  little kernels, goes to the rolls. 
The mixture of kernels and hull-bran from t l ~ c  first and ~croncl 
shsker and the f i r ~ t  ancl second beater go t o  the rolls, where tlie;\- are 
crushed into thin flakes, for the purpose of rupturing the oil cells. 
l'heg then go to the cookers, where they arc cooked by steam under 
a pressure varying from 100 pounds to 30 pounds, for about forty 
minutes. In case of a, very clry seed, some water may he atlcled be- 
fore the kernels are cooked. I n  case of damp wed, therc is 21 loss of 
moisture during the cooking. 
The cooked product is then formed into cakes, coverecl wit11 cloth 
niade of camel's hair 3nd placed in hvclra~~lic presses. Thc oil is then 
expelled by means of hydraulic pressure in presses usually holding 16 
press boxes, and the residue consists of a hard s1a.h of cottnn~cctl cake 
about 4 inch thick, 32 inches long,. ancl 14 inches mirle, xveigl~hing 
about 13 pounds. When meal 'is deslred. the cake is first l)rc,kcn u p  
in 3 cuke breaker, and then ground to a fine me.1. 
The shove is known as the 7hydmu7ic process, which is tlle lisual 
pracpss. I n  the expeller pyocess (sometin~es called cold-pressetl pro- 
cess). the lrelnels ancl hull-bran are separated as clescribed above; and 
then, withont previou~ cooking, the oil is expelled by passing the mis- 
turc through the expeller, where it  is subjected to intense pressure 
I,? means of rolls. The rolls and the prodnet become llot (luring the 
expression. This product is in the form of flakes, but is similar in 
chernical compositi~n to hvdraulic cottonseed cake or meal. It sho~ilcl 
not be confuzed with cold pressed cotton seed (so-callecl), which is 
made from the entire seed from which the hulls hare not been re- 
moved, and therefore  contain^ a large perccntagc of hulls. 
. 
.Inother Description. The following is a clescription of another 
~llodification of the process, as given in Catalogue No. '75 of the Rauer 
Rros. Company : 
"The illustration on pages 22 and 23 shows a complete hulling and 
~cparating plant in connection with which the 'scjentific7 hlill retain- 
ing process is used. It will require but litile esplanfltinn t o  nlable 
the practical Oil Ifill man to understand tile p~.oc.css as sl~omn. The 
conveyor bringing the seed from the linters is continued over the top 
of all machines, dropping anci passing the seed through the huller, 
rvhich is the first machine in  the installation, and it  must be so ad- 
jested tbat the hulling plates mill cut all the seed as in an ordinary 
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single hulling plant. This adjustment is quickly accomplished by 
mems of the temper screw at the end of the shaft. The 'scientific' 
patented deflecting valve is located above the top screen, which must 
be so adjusted that 50 per cent of the product from the huller is 
immediately passed to the bottom screen, the remaining portion being 
evenly distributed over the top screen. 
"The ~neats from both screens are delivered to a. 9-inch conveyor 
located on the floor, find passing under the discharge of all the sepa- 
rating machines in the s!rstem. The tailinqs fro[]? the double shaker 
are dropped into another 9-inch convejTor locatecl on the door and run- 
ning parallel with the meats conveyor referred to abmo~e, an6 by this 
convepr delivered into the boot of the elevator which returns them 
to the convexor nhove the separator. The meats recovered by this 
machine are a l ~ o  cleliwred into the meats conveyor, joining the meats 
from the first double shaker. The tailings from this heater are de- 
livered into the outside hull conveyor, and carried to the boot of the 
second elevator and again returned to the conveyor above the ma- 
chines, and by it  delivered to the second disc machine, which is 
equipped for retreating the hulls. 
"The purpose of this retreating process is threefold: 
"1. To produce j~is t  the right amount of good, clean hull-bran 
to control the ammonia content of the meal. 
"2. To remove from the hulls all meats that may be adhering to 
them by reason of imperfect hulling. 
"3. To recover any whole seed that may, by accident, have escaped 
the huller. 
"The steel frame shaker beneath removes a large percentage of the 
hull-bran, which product is discharged into the meats conve:vor, join- 
ing the meats recovered by the preceding machines. The tailings are 
droppea into the outside conveyor and delivered into the boot of the 
third elevator, which again returns them to the conveyor above the 
machines which delivers them to the finishing beater, where all the 
remaining hull-bran and fine floury meats are recovered and dropped 
into the meats conrepor on the floor, then passing on to' the rolls, the 
finished hulls being conveyed to the hull house, or to the extinguisher." 
3 Superintendent's Outline. The following outline of cotton seed 
manufacture is taken from a paper read by F. E. Voorhees in the 
Proceedings of the 051 Mill Snperintendents' Association, June, 1913: 
"1. Character o f  Seed and I t s  Influence Upon ihe Yie ld  and Qual- 
i t y  of the Oil.-We all know the cotton plant requires from five and 
s half to six and a half months for maturity. The various conditions 
prevent a uniform quality of seed. Thus we have from the picking. 
wipe, half ripe, and ripe seed. 7'he three kinds make it a study to 
store seed for oil. Quality of seed is a most important consideration 
in an oil mill, for the quality of the raw material determines not only 
the quality of oil expressed, but the percentage yield of oil as well. 
Inferior seed usually produces inferior crude oil, and i t  takes skill t o  
worlr inferior with good seed and it  involves great danger to the qual- 
ify. Seed ought to he graded ant1 milled senarately. Different loea- 
tions furnish more or less moisture to the seed, but seed obtained from 
the first picking contain more moi~ture thaa seecl picked later in tlle 
season. 
"2. Classification.-Seed should be classified a.ccording to its de- 
gree of maturity. %"he riper sercl is the superior; as the unripe 
seed is  inferior, so is wet, musty, and rotten seed; it is composed 
of unstable organic zompountls, and when in  bulk it has a great in- 
fluence on he~t ing.  To have prime seed, i t  should be sacked. 
- "3. Storage.-Seed that has undergone any amount of heating will 
not produce prime oil. B'or this reason, in storage, seed sacks ought 
to be used. Many places do not sack the seed on account of storage 
capacity. I n  sacke i t  requires from 90 to 95 cubic feet per ton and 
in bulk or loose only 85 cubic feet, and ~v!Ien packed, only 65 c~thic 
feet, but no matter, scecl n~uat  he kept cool and clry. 
('4. Handling Seed.-The drier the seecl, the easier i t  is to handle 
them and less apt to clog the spouts and lxwsageways. 
"5. C7enning.-This is the foundation for the proper hanclling of 
the material for the press room. The seed is receivecl containinatecl 
with various amounts of foreign matter, such as bolls, flocks of lint. 
pebbles, sand, twigs, leaves, nails, bolts, metal, etc., ~vhich must be 
removed: all oil mills n1~1st be equipped 11-it11 ample cleaning macliin- 
ery. I n  the preliminary mechanical treatment of the raw seed, the 
loss in weight arises from two sources, viz. : separation of mixed for- 
eign matter and separation of material. Moisture of the seecl is about 
6 per cent. of the weight of the original seed, but conditions ~vill in- 
crease the loss. 
"6. Regrini7in,q or Dn~linting.-TI~c must have the linters well set 
wit11 sharp saws, for a good delinting helps the hulling and tlic sepa- 
ration. 
"jrl?lZZing.-Hulling is a verp diffikult process, the -dryer the seecl 
is the better the hulling is done, for when thoroughl? clr? ancl free 
fro111 all excess of lint i t  is not so hard to accomplish. The hull is 
easily broken and the meat is loose ancl clrops out of the crackecl hull: 
hut when the seed is not well matnrecl, damp ancl soft, the hull \ti-ill 
not break but mashes. It is hardly possible to g ~ t  the meats from 
the hulls. Seed must be cut but not masliecl. I t  is why in the new 
oil 111ill practice we use with such effectual TPPIII~S, I mean the use of 
the disc huller, which the cutting edges of t11e platps have the proper 
method of cutting, instead of mashing the seed, ancl eliminate a great 
deal of that oil absorption, and after that process is gone tllrouj~11, 
son~c well-built shaker receives the mess of cut seed whicll is treater1 
in  it.: travel and causes the meate to fall tllrough perforations of a 
, mesh 3-16-inch for 8 feet and $-inch the last 2 feet for a first treat- 
ment. 
"7.  Sepa4rat.ing 3Ieats and Hu77s.-When seecl is liulle(1, enougli 
lint must remain on it; the lint adhering to  the hulJs that remain 
with the meats causes them to felt together in wads. 7'11ey arr tossprl 
upon the shaker, which prevents them from Palling throng11 with meats 
when sifted cut. Many mills are installed with a regrincler: that is. 
a 3econd disc huller is installed and receives the hulls and unsepa- 
rated seed from the first shaker treatment. This process is aclinowl- 
edged to be of great d u e ,  for i t  positively reduce., the oil in tlic hulls 
to lees than 1 per cent., and clears the hulls of practically ,, ..,,,ts; 
i t  prodnces R maximum cake and meal free from objectionable lint, 
and it  furnishes the desired percentage of hull-bran, and regulntm 
' the ammonia content of the meal. It enables yon to manufacture a 
cake to any class you desire it-choice, prime, or a very low grade of 
protein meal. 
"8. CrztsJ~ing.-The purpose of crushing is to rupture the oil cells 
and to so break down the structure of the kernel that all parts may 
be equally exposed to heat in the cooking process, whereby the mass is 
thoroughly ancl uniformly softened to permit the freest egress of the 
oil in the press. Crushing rolls must be ground true ancl even; it is 
important to operate them properly and uniformly and always keep 
an uninterrupted feecl on the rolls; a hasty, irregular, or intermittent 
feeding affects materially the yield of oil in the press. A common 
practice in many mills is that the sweepings of uncrushed kernels are 
put in the rolls. Under no circumstances should i t  be done. Let 
be returned to the separator shaker and not allowed to go in with 1 
crushed meats n~lien the meats are uniformly soft and crushed. 7 
cooliing is more efficiently done and the oil separation in the pr 
easily done and in large quantities. Improperly crushed meats mean 
inefficient cooking. Inefficient cooking means a low yield of oil of 
inferior quality and wasteful use of pSess cloths. Inferior oil means 
large waste on refining and reduces yields of refinecl oil. Too much 
stress cannot be laid upon the care with which each step i n  the 
manip~~lation of the seecl is performed. 
"9. Cooking Meats.-If the efficient performance of one step in 
the preparation of cottonseed oil is more irriportant than another, or 
if there is one in which the character of the seed has a greater deter- 
mining influence upon the yield and quality of the prociuct, i t  is cook- 
ing. Cooliing is moclifving the consistency of the meats through heat, 
thzt the maximurn yield of oil may he expressed. The coagulation of 
thc albumin expels the excess of natural moisture by absorption and 
reduces the meats to the consistency clesirecl for the best results." 
J L 
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EFFICTENCY O F  TRE NACBINERY. 
Walter h ~ n a r d ,  in the Proceedings of the Oil Mill Snperintend- 
ents' A~sociation, June, 3 913, states : 
"In our modern press rooms, with improved and scientific metliods. 
we are able to make from 800 pounds to 1000 pounds of cake of any 
desirable chemical analysis. It is possible to regulate the ammonia 
content, protein and fat, and other constituents to a point that ~vill 
deviate hut a small percentage from an agreed-upon standard." 
J. C. Newhcrry, in the I'roceeclings of the Oil Mill Superintend- 
ents' Azsociation, 1 9 1 3, says.: 
"By having your perforations graded closely, ~ o u  can regulate your 
ammonia. protein, and fat very closely. As I have stated before, I 
have my equipment so arranged that if the office sees fit to sell any- 
thing from 45 to 55 per rent. meal, I can make the necessary changes 
within R short time." 
By "45 to 55 per cent. meal," he means that which contains 45 to 
55 per cent. protein and fat combined. 
\ 
COMPOSITION OF INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS. 
Table No. 9 shows the composition of some intermediate products 
obtained during the process of oil milling. No attempt has been 
made to collect a large number of these products. The products of 
the first huller and shaker consist almost entirely of cottonseed ker- 
nels; while products of the second huller, which come from the second 
shaker and-the second beater, contain a large quantity of hulls or 
hull-bran. 
TABLE 9.-COMPOSITION OF INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS. 
124 Product of first shaker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
129 Product of first shaker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
991 Product of Second shaker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
125 Product of second shaker.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,130 Product of second shaker.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,126iProduct of second heater. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  131 1 Product of second beater. 
I&IPROVEMENTS I N  PROCESSES O F  >TILLING. 
Improvements .in recent years in processes of nlanufacture, leading 
;o a better separation of meats from the hulls ancl better extraction 
)f oil from the cake, have caused a decrease in the oil content of cot- 
:onseed meal, and perhaps, to a limited extent, an increase in its hull 
;ontent, 'with a consecpent increase in crude fiber. 
The improvements are clue largely, if not entirel~, to co~t ro l  exer- 
cised by means of chemical analysis over the final products, and, when 
necessary: over the operation of the various machines. The improve- 
ments relate -lo absorption of oil, sepnrntion of Irernels, and extraction 
of oil. 
Absorption.-Considerable quantities of oil vere formerly lost 
through absorption bv the hulls. This was largellv due to the mash- , 
ing of the seed during the hulling, through the use of hullers mith 
knives not properly set or not sharp enough. It was also due to the 
use of only one huller. TThen only one huller is used, i t  must be set 
close enough to cnt practically all the  seed, and as the seed vary 
somewhat in size, the huller must be set somewhat close. When the 
huller is thus set, all the kernels are cut, and oil is absorbed from the 
cut surfaces, and some of the material is rubbed into the lint or hulls. 
Thus mith seed not uniform in size, c ~ ~ t  on a single huller, there is 
likely to be either losses by absorption, or losses due to incomplete . 
separation of the hulls from the seed. 
At present, in mills where the amount of absorption is ascertained 
often by chemical analysis of the hulls, it has been reduced to prac- 
tically zero. This is due not only to the use of the second huller but r 
to experience in the details of adjusting the hullers, the screens, and 
the beaters to suit the character of the seed being worked. Some- 
' times an estimation is made of oil in the hulls from each of the 
various machines to ascertain at  what stage oil is lost by absorption. 
The principle involved in  preventing absorption is to cut the mini- 
mum amount of kernels and to sepasate the bulk of the kernels from 
the hulls as quickly as possible. This is done in  the first huller and 
through the first shaker. I n  many cases, a large proportion of the 
kernels are not cut at all, the hulls being cut in  such a way as to 
allow the whole kernel to fall out. When lint is closely removed, it 
is often advisable to have the mixture of kernels and hulls fall first 
on unperforated metal, so that the hulls may felt together before 
reaching the perforations. 
19eparation.-When the separation is incomplete, uncut seeds and 
parts of kernels go into the hulls. Hulls now made contain practi- 
cal!~~ no whole seed. This is partly due to the use of two hullers in- 
stead of one, and partly to attention to details of setting the huller 
knives and other machine adjustments. 
09 account of better separation, cottonseed hulls, as now made, 
contain much less protein and fat, and more crude fiber, and nitro- 
gen-free extract, than those formerly made, and analyses made. several ' 
years ago no longer represent the cottonseed hulls on the market. On 
account of the closer adjustment of the second huller required to cut 
all the seed, and make a complete separation, somewhat more hulls 
must necessarily go in with the meats than was formerly the case. 
The recent reduction of' the quantity of lint of the hulls reduces the 
percentage of crucle fiber in the hulls. 
Extraction.-Cottonseed meal as made before 1890 contained, on 
an average, 13.45 per cent. oil. ('Fable No. 7.)  Cottonseed meal 
made in Texas from Jnly 1 to Jaguary 1, 1907-8 (Table No. 3) con- 
tained 9.73 per cent. fat, or oil. This is a decrease of 3.72 per cent., 
or 74.4 pou~cls per ton of meal, or nearly 10 gallons of oil per ton 
of meal, or about 4.4 gallons per ton of seed. If  the oil is worth 
abont 6 cents a pound, and the meal 1% cents, the gain in oil and the 
loss in meal at 41 cents per pound would represent about $3.35 per 
ton of meal, or about $1.4-5 per ton of seed. 
The average oil content of the Texas meal from July I to January 
1, 3907-8, was 9.73 per cent., and from J a n n a ~ y  1, 1915, to July 1, 
1915, i t  was 7.86 per cent. This is a decrease of 1.87 per cent. fat, 
_ant1 is an increase of 37.4 pounds per ton of meal, or about 5 gallons 
per ton of meal, or 2.2 gallons per ton of seed, or $1.63 per ton of 
meal, or $0.81 per ton of seed at the prices given above. // It is said that some mills controlled by frequent chemical analysis 
., of the meal Emve averaged 5.7 per cent. fat  during the past year. If 
oce ,1110~s 0.3 per cent. for the difference in extraction with petro- 
leum ether used in mill control work, the amount of oil will be G per 
. 
cent. according to Feed Control methods, or a further possible aver- 
age decrease of 1.86 per cent. This would be a gain of 37.2 pounds 
of oil per ton of meal, which is about the same as the average de- 
crease which occurred from 1907-8 to 1915; and, st the prices given, 
wonld amount to $1.63 per ton of meal or $0.81 per ton of seed. 
I n  a crush of 1,191,508 ton3 of seed i n  Texas, this would be over 
$960,000.00. 
The value of the increase due to the reduction of oil ~voulcl, of 
course, vary with the relative prices ~ecured  from meal ancl oil. I n  
some cases, these are materiallv below the figures used. 
The possibility of such a result is shown i n  Table S o .  10, which 
contains daily analyses which a mill in  Texas hacl made for control 
purposes. The average fa t  content during ihe period given i s  6.10. 
It requires, however, .Erepent analyses to secure such results. 
TABLE 10.-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF CAKE OF AN OIL MILL 
ON DIFFERENT DAYS. 
Date I Protein / Oil I Moisture 
Qctober20,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.October21,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
40ctober22,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.October25,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
October28,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
fOctober29,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November1,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November2,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November3,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November20,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November27,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Decemherl , l915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December6,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December11 1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December 14: 1915: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December17,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December23,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December31,1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Average (18) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The improvement in  the extraction of oil s h o ~ ~ n  above may be 
ascribe6 to hetter attention to all the details of manufnctnre, inclnd- 
ing the rolling, cooking, and pressing, as well as other procesFes, clue 
largely to the check or pressure prodncecl by the c.hcmica1 analysis of 
the proclucts, upon the carefulness ancl attention of the superintendents. 
This is ernphasizetl by H. G. Hawk in an  article read before the 
Oil Mill Snperintenclents' Association, June, 1913, as f olloms : 
"So lastly we j i ss t  want to notice the fact that  f o r  scientific press 
. 
room ~vorli snch as getting a high grade of oil, Y-2 per cent. ammonia 
cake or any standard T T ~  clesire, ancl a calce that mill only contain 
23 per cent. or  3 per cent. of oil mill require tlic ~vell-trained eye, 
the toucll an4 a11 that  go to niake 1111 scientific press room work;  ill 
recjuive about all the energ!; close ohserration, and 17rnctice most of 
us care to put OLI~." 
It is claimed by some oil mill men that  the presence of a certain 
an~oun t  of hulls with the meal insures hetter drainage ancl a more 
complete extraction of the oil. This is discussed in  a later section. 
ANALYTICAL CONTROL O F  OIL MILLING. 
---. \ 
Analytical control of oil milling is exercised through analysis of the ' 
seed, the cake or meal, the hulls, and, when necessary, the inter- 
mediate products of the manufacture. \ 
'Reed.-Analysis of the seecl is  made for the purpose of ascertaining 
the possible yields of oil, cake, and hulls of the desired composition 
so as to adjust the machinery as may be necessary. It is also made 
for the purpose of ascertaining the loc2lities mhi-h produce seed of a 
high oil content. h i n t  may he estimated on the seecl before and after  
reginning to test the efficiency of the deliniing process. 
Cape or Meal.-Cake or meal is  analg~zecl for protein, fat, and 
moisture, to see that i t  comes up to the necessary guarantee, to check 
the procesces of manufacture, and lo  pee that  as much oil lias been 
secured as is possible. If the cake or meal is below guarantee, i t  map 
be brought up to the guarantee bv mixing it with a product of higher 
analysis. If the oil i s  running high, it shon-s that  the superintendent 
must exercise more care in  the press room work. 
fi~l7s.-Hulls aye analyzed for uncut seecl, for kernel particles, and 
for oil. The object is to see if any seed or kernel particles have 
escaped the machinery, or if any absorption of oil has talren place, 
and to make the necessary changes i n  such event. 
Internledinte Prod7ccts.-When losses by absorptioli of oil, or by 
escape of meats or uncut seed cannot be checked, analysis may be 
made of the tailings from the various machines to test their efficiency , 
and to ascerttiin wilere the trouble occurs. By proper means such loss 
may be then checked. 
Oil.-Oil is sold on analysis, and the analysis is macle for  trade 
purposes rather than for control purposes. 
Tl'eighfs of Products.-A well controlled mill will have arrange- 
ments for weighing the oil ancl cake secnrecl from each period's run  of 
seecl. A decreace i n  oil output may then be quickly ascertained, and 
checlred, if not due to the low oil content of the seed. 
RELATION OF CRUDE FIRER TO EXTRACTION OF OIL. 
It is claimecl. b.v some oil mill men that  the presence of hulls or 
hull-bran malies the cottonseed cake more porous and permits a bet- 
ter extraption of oil in the hvclraulic presses This claim mas ad- 
vanccd in justification of the  addition of hulls to cottonseed meal in 
excess of :i limited amount. 
Granting that a certain amount of hull-bran i s  neeclecl for clrain- 
age, the pertinent question is whether the quantity needed exceeds the 
eqgivalent of 9 per cent. crude fiber, and, if so, to what es tent?  
Reyonil the a$~ertion,s of the oil mill m m  referred to ahove, little 
evidence has heen offered i n  regard t o  this matter. 
Mr. TAT\-, Presiclcnt O F  'Phe .Picard-Law Company, i n  the Oil Miller, 
Octoher, 1915, has thc following to say: 
''Pre~s roo711 ~ ~ o r k ,  especiallv i n  Gem-gia, i9 excellent. T~velve of 
thc fifty-four mills rendering me81 samples show an a\-eroge oil left 
in the ci~ke which is  less than 80 per cent. of the amn~onia percent- 
age, and the total average is 92 per cent. This strengthens our con- 
tention that  !he Sest press rooni work is obtainecl i n  the Southeast 
under l~loclern milling lnethocls when the meal shows between '7 ancl 
'7.25 per cent. ammonia. Here is a comparison of September work 
for the past five years." (See Table No. 8, page 12.) 
1 
An examination of the table referred to shows that the average oil 
content of the meal decreases regularly from 8.36 to 6.61; whereas, 
the ammonia content of the meal varies irregularly from 7.46 to 7.05. 
The highest ammonia content is associated with nest to the lowest 
oil content, and the highest oil content with the third from the 
lowest ammonia content. Thus the decrease in oil from 8.36 to 6.61 
per cent. is not associated regularly with decreased a.mmonia, but is 
,due to other causes (better control). 
The following is contained in an editorial in The Oil Miller, Octo- 
ber, 1915: 
"Hulls, or fiber, so-called, in the meal or ram meats enter mate- 
rially into the determination of economical manufacturing of cotton- 
seed oil. There is a point somewhere around 7 per cent. ammonia 
meal a t  which the cost of producing oil reaches the minimum. Just 
at  what point has not been definitely determined, but i t  requires a 
given amount of hull or hull-bran in the meats to insure the highest 
degree of drsinage in the mess being pressed." The 7 per cent. am- 
monia refers to meal made in Georgia, which is made from seed con- 
taining less protein than the ~ e e d  grown in Texas. 
B. W. Couch, President of the Tekas Cott,onseed Crushers' Associ- 
ation, stated, in reply to a question, at  a public heaving on cottonseed 
products November 2, 1915, that equally as good yields of oil could ' 
be secured when making Texas choice meal as when making Texas 
prime meal. He  went on to explain that while the percentage of oil 
in. the choice meal might be a little higher, the yield of cake would 
b e  less; so that the total yield in gallons of oil would be the same. 
He also stated that an excess of llulls caused a loss of oil. 
A number of other oil millers have returned a similar reply to this 
question, and have stated that they secure equally as good yields of , 
oil when making choice meal as when making prime Texas meal. 
The fact that the cake mav contain a smaller percentage of oil, 
but the yield of oil may be the same, or less, due to a larger total 
production of cake, is explained as follows bv Thomas C. Law. of 
, 
Atlanta, Georgia, in an article in The Oil Miller, September, 1913: 
"Our standard on meal reports is figured so as to put all mills on 
an equal basis The only way of doing that is to figure as near as pos- 
sible the pounds of meal made per ton of seed from the ammonia which 
the meal contains. Of course, the higher the ammonia the smaller the 
yield of meal, and vice versa. We adopted for a standard 900 pounds 
of meal, showing 7+ per cent. ammonia per ton of seed. We adopted 
for a standard press room eEciency 6 per cent. of oil in meal when 
ammonia is 7+ per cent.; in  other words, the oil per cent. should be 
80 per cent. of the ammonia per cent. 
"Now take, for example, two reports on meal; one shows 6.85 per 
cent. ammonia and 6.26 per cent. oil, the other 8.22 per cent. ammonia 
and 7.43, per cent. oil. The last is the best press room work. Its 
standard is 0.90, while the first is 0.91.. Here is the reason: First 
our standard which shows that 900 pounds of 7* per cent. meal con- 
taining 6 per cent. oil, means that 54 pounds of oil is left in cake 
per ton of seed. I f  you get 900 pounds of 7& per cent. ammonia 
meal, you should get 985 pounds of 6.S5 per cent. ammonia meal. 
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This meal contains 6.26 per cent. oil, which means that there are 
61.66 pounds of meal left in  cake per ton of seed. By the same 
method meal running 8.22 per cent. ammonia will produce 821 pounds. 
This meal contains 7.42 per cent. oil, which means that 60.91 pounds 
of oil is left in cake per ton of seed, more in the latter case than the 
f ornier." 
'The meal referred to above is Eastern meal, and of lower quality 
than that made in Texas. The method is not strictly correct, as it 
assumes that all seed have the same composition. 
Lanclon C. Noore, a commercial chemist of Dallas, Texas, stated at 
the hearing held at College Station on Noverrlber 2, 1915, by the Feed 
Control Service that while one mill made cake containing 43 per cent. 
protein and I1 per cent. crude fiber, another mill, in  another section, 
made, from poorer seecl, cake containing 43 per cent. protein and 4 
per cent. crude fiber. He was asked particularly if the separation 
and extraction were good, and replied that they were good in both 
cases. According to this statement, a difference of 1 per eent. in the 
cr~tde fiber made little or no difference in .the extraction of the oil. 
This illustration also shows how well a mill can remove hulls from the 
cake if it is necessary to do EO. 
Table No. 11 shows the comparative average composition of Texas 
. an?! Louisiana meals. 
TAB1,E 11.-COMPARATIVE FAT AND FIBER CONTENT OF TEXAS AND LOUISIANA 
MEALS. 
Louisiana 
Fa t  corrected Crude Fiber 
for ex- 
n x a s  inuisiana cess hulls hu is iana  
The Texas meals averaged a higher percentage of fat and a lower 
percentaye of crude fiber, except in 1001-8. I n  1914-15, however, the 
Texas mills made meal with 9.0 per cent. crude fiber and 8.06 per 
cent. fat, doing as re11 as the Louisiana mills in 1912-13 or 1913-14 
with a higher average of crude fiber. 
The Louisiana mills also made a larger quantity of cake due to the 
larger amount of hulls present, the additional quantity of cake con- 
taining an additional quantity of fat  and reducing the yield of oil. 
This correction is made in the following way: Let us assume that 
one pound crude fiber equals 24 pounds of I~ulls. I n  1907-8, Louis- 
iana meal contained 2.52 p.er cent. more crude fiber than Texas meal, 
which is equal to 5.6 per cent. of more hulls. These hulls, however, 
contain the same quantity of fat as the meal, namely, 9.84 per cent., 
which is equal to 0.56 per cent. This correction shculd he added to 
the fat content o f  the Louisiana meal. The other corrections are 
made by the same method. 
When this correction is  made, it may be said tha t  the extraction of 
oil was better i n  Tesas than i n  Louisiana, i n  three of the six years, 
and nearl? the same i n  1912-13. I n  1913-14, the Texas meal. with 
a much lower crucle fiber content, averages a better extraction. 
The  eviclence shows tha t  the increased fiber content of Louisiana. 
meals over Texas meals is not accompanied by a better extraction 
of oil. 
,411 examination of Table No. 3, containing the average composition 
of Texas meals, shows a decrease i n  fa t  content for  the season of 
1914-15, and this decrease is accompanied by a lower average crude 
fiber content than  during the previous seasons. I n  other words, the 
average decrease of f a t  i n  1913-14 is not accompaniccl 11y an average 
inc rea~e  in  crude fiber. 
TABLE 12.-COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTONSEED MEAL ARRANGED IN GROUPS 
ACCORDING TO FIBER CONTENTS 1907-1912. 
Table Xo. 13, contains the composition of Texas cottoriseed meal 
from 1907 to  Decen~her 31, 1912, averaged i n  groups according to 
the crucle fiber content. I n  consiclerinq this tal~lc,  one must bear i n  
mind tha t  the period is one of transition, i n  ~ v h i c l ~  decided improve- 
ments were made i n  the extraction of oil, boll1 i n  Texas and in  other 
States, and further tha t  the -proporiionate quantity of prime meal (47 
to 51 per cent. protein and f a t )  is greater r!urins the latter parts of 
the period, while the proportion of choice (51  i o  5 5  per cent.) is 
qreater during the earlier part. JTence the  association of rerlaced oil 
content ~ v i t h  higher crucle fiber content may l)c d n c  to il~iprovecl rnan- 
nfac tudng conclitions and to hetter chemical control, rather than  to the 
fiber content. The  lower fa t  content is associated with a higher fiber 
content. Ho~vever, the table does not show a better extraction as the 
fiber  increase^, as increased filler means more cake, ~vhich contains oil. 
The ratio of protein to fa t  decrease.. to 0.184 pcr cent., then increases, 
showing a loss of oil due to the aclditional hulls. 
Table S o .  13  sT?ows the number of samples in  tlie g1-ou11s. 
C 
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T o  G%average(432) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6-7%average(350) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 4 %  average (315). ' 9-10%average(173) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10-11% average (122) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 11-12s average ( 71). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Over 12% average ( 42). 
c, 
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49.021 9.87 5.14 23.62 
45.25, 9 34 6 48 24 15 
46 88 8:  74 7:46 24: 50 
41:811 8.24 3.57 25.32 
43.86 8.15 10.30 25.66 
41.66 8.02 11.27 26.46 
39.19 7.45 13.48 27.37 
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TABLE 13.-NUMBER OF SAMPLES OF TEXAS COTTONSEED MEAL, I N  GROUPS 
ACCORDING TO FIBER CONTENTS 1907-1912. 
TABLE 14.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTONSEED MEAL I N  GROUPS 
ACCORDING TO FAT CONTENTS. 
Table No. 14  shows the composition of Texas cottonseed meal from 
July 1, 1914, to December 31, 1913, arranged and averagecl accord- 
ing to the fat content. It mill be noted tha t  a fa t  content of 5.68 per 
cent. is recured mitli 10.48 per cent. crude fiber i n  tlie periocl from 
July 1 to December 31, 1914; whereas, i n  later periods more crude 
fiber is associated with the low f a t  content. The second group (6  to 
7 per cent. fa t )  is  associated with 9.79 per cent. crude fiber one year, 
and with a higher content i n  later Fears. 
7 to 
8% 
49 
71 
81 
59 
48 
20 . 
12 
8 to 9 to 
9% 1 10%.  
96 1 112 
80 88 
97 55 
5 2 
To '6% fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6-7%fiber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7-87, fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9-10% fiber.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10-11 % fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
11-1273 fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Over 12% fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TABLE 15.-AVERAGE CONTENTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA COTTONSEED MEAL (1913-1914). 
Over 
10% 
168 
99 
57 
10 
10 
7 
3 
Below 
7 % F a t  
7 
12 
25 
35 
19 
25 
20 
4 0
E 
d 
- 
Groups 
b, 
6-7% fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 
7-8%fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41 
8-9% fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  38.72 9.60 
Over 97, fat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
July 1, 1914 to Dec. 31, 1914. 
=%fat  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6-7% fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  743% fat 
8-94 fat . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  0ve;~9%iat' . ' . ' . ' : ::::::::  
Jan. 1 1915 to .July 1, 1815. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  516% fat. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6-7% fat. 
7-87,fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8-9% fat 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Over9% fat 
July 1 1915 to Dec. 31, 1915. 
5 k % f a t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6-77, fat 
7-870 fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8-97,fat 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Over9% fat 
- 
6 
33 
70 
54 
22 
5.76 
6.65 
7.49 
8.37 
10.22 
13.02 
10.46 
9.22 
8.79 
8.80 
41.04 
43.86 
44.88 
44.71 
44.17 
26.52 
25.92 
25.23 
24.99 
24.16 
8.15 
7.50 
7.43 
7.22 
6.90 
5.51 
5.61 
5.75 
5.92 
5.75 
Table No. 15 shows the composition of South Carolina cottonseed 
meal as given in  their bulletin for 1913-14, arranged and averaged in  
groups according to the fat  content. The lower fat content is asso- 
ciated with a higher crude fiber content. 
TABLE 16.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF LOUISIANA COTTONSEED MEAL I N  GROUP 
ACCORDING TO FAT CONTENTS 1913-14- 
Table No. 16  shows the composition of Louisiana cottonseed meal 
as given in the bulletin for 1913-14, arranged and averaged in groups 
according to the fat content. There is no relation between the fat 
content and the fiber content of the cgroups. The group with the 
lowest fat  content has the lowest fiber content. Th.e fiber content 
varies little, from 11.20 to 12.18. 
Consideration of the data mentioned leads to ihe conclusion that 
i t  i 3  possible to secure n low oil content of the cake when the crude 
fiber coiltent is around 7 to 9 per cent., by ineans cf a proper control 
of the manufactixring processes. 
J t  seelils to be somewhat easier, however, to secnre a lower oil con- 
tent when a somewhat larger percentage of crude fiber is present. 
That is to say, mills which do not exercise snch rigid control of their 
work, reduce the oil content to a greater extent, when a larger amount 
of crude fiber is present. Under the ordinary manufacturing condi- 
tions, somewhat more crude fiber than 9 per cent. may lead to better 
extraction of oil in many cases. Thus while some mills are able to 
reduce the oil content to 5.5 per cent. with a fiber contentfof 8 to 9 
per cent. (or even less), other mills seem to get better results when 
9 to 11 per cent. is present. This accounts for the differences in opin- 
ion of the millers. The difference appears due to manufacturing e 
conditions rather than to crude fiber. Nevertlielese, the fact must be 
Groups 1 " g e  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  6-7% fat. 4 
7 4 %  fat. . . . . . . . . . . . .  31 
8-997, fat. ............ 24 Over 9% fa t . .  ........ r' I 14 
taken into consideration that 9 to 11 per cent. crude. fiber in some 
mills appears to give a better extraction of oil. More evidence along 
t h k l i n e  is needed. 
; Some oil millers state that the amount of oil left in the cake de- 
Protein 
39.40 
40.91 
38.16 
40.03 
bends upon the water content of the seed when i t  is crushed, and is 
independent of the quantity of hulls present. If the water content 
is high (8 to 18 per cent.), flinty cake is produced, which is low in 
oil (5 to 6 per cent.). I f  the water content is low, a 'soft cake is 
produced, which is high in oil and of good color. The water content 
,,is to some extent regulated by the conditions of cnoliing. 
a t  
6.68 
7.52 
8.38 
--- 
10.09 
F i b  
11.20 
12.08 
12.18 
11.95 
Ash 
6.94 
6.20 
6.30 
6.18 
Nitrogen 
Free 
Extract 
27.63 
27.35 
27.13 
23.71 
Water 
-- 
8.09 
7.94 
7.75 
8.04 
I .  
RELATION O F  CRUDE FIBER CONTENT TO FEEDING VALUE.. 
Since the fertilizing value of cottonseed meal depends upon its 
content of nitrogen, available phosphoric acid, and potash, and since 
the hulls contain little nitrogen, the presence of hulls affects the fer- 
tilizing value of cottonseed meal in proportion as it decreases the nitro- 
gen content. 
The case is, however, diflerent with the feeding value. Tlle di- 
gestibility of the protein and other constituents, except the crude 
fiber, decreases as the quantity of crude fiber increases. 
Cottonseed meal may be considered as being composed of the kernel 
residue and of the hulls. The kernel residue contains about 3 per 
cent. crude fiber and the hulls about 45 per cent. The amount of 
crude fiber is an indication of the amount of hulls present. Bulletin 
No. 166 contains digestion experiments with cottonseed meal, also with 
cold-pressed cotton seed and cottcnseed meai and hulls. The average 
cottonseed meal used contains 7.5 per cent. crude fiber. The average 
quantity of crude fiber in the meal rich in hulls was 26 per cent. 
Table No. 17 shows the coefficients of digestibility for these separate 
products. 
TABLE 17.-EFFECT OF CRUDE FIBER ON PRODUCTION COEFFICIENT OF THE 
MEAL. 
Nitrogen 1 Protein Ether 1 Cxh",; 1 Free 
Extract Extract 
Meal, coefficient of digestibility.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Meal and hulls coefficient of digestibility.. . . . . / ;g 36 1 1 zz 
Difference for 18 50 crude fiber. . : . . . . . . . 13 -22 10 
oifirence ipr 1 %  ; r u g  fiber.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 042 I 1.2 0.5 
Difference in production coefficient for 1% 
crude fiber.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.0016 -.0012 +.003 -'.0013 
The differences in the coefficients of digestibility are also given. 
By dividing the differences in  digestibility by the differences in  the 
crude fiber, we get the effect of 1 per cent. crude fiber upon the 
coefficient of digestibility, which is also given in the table. This may 
be calculated to the productive value. Thus an increase of 1 per 
cent. crude fiber gives the differences in the table. There is an in- 
crease in the productive value of the crude fiber. Using these fig- 
ures, v e  have calculated the production coefficients of the various 
grades of cotton~eed meal as given in Table No. IS. (For a discus- 
sion of the production coefficients, see Bulletin No. 185.) 
TABLE 18.-PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS OF COTTONSEED MEAL AND COTTON- 
SEED MEAL AND HULLS. 
- 
Not only does the digestibility of the constituents decrease, but also 
the actual value to the animal decreases, on account of the increased . 
expenditure of energy involved in the digestion of the crude fiber. 
The decrease in productive valne is estimated at 1.3 per cent. for 
each per cent. crude fiber. 
An increase of crude fiber from 9 to 11 per cent. with no change 
in the other constituents will thus decrease the digestibility of the 
protein 1.6 per cent., and the productive value 2.6 per cent. Thus if 
two cottonseed nleals have the same protein content, the one with the 
higher crude $her will contain lees digestible protein and have a lower 
fat-proclucing value. 
It is of some interest to inquire, -what proportion of the value of 
cottonseed meal comes from the different constituents. All the di- 
gestible protein, of course, comes from the protein. Table NO. 19 
contains the productive values calculated from the constitnents of two 
grades of cottonseed meal. The negative d u e  of the fiber is sub- 
tracted from the nitrogen-free extract in calculating the percentages. 
TABLE 19,COMPARATIVE PRODUCTIVE VALUES OF CONSTITUENTS OF TWO 
COTTONSEED MEALS. 
4 0
2 
G 
I. 0 a
5 
W U U 
.I81 86.2 
.I78 85.5 
.I75 84.8 
-.015 .I72 84.1 
.I70 83.4 
I 
. 
I Meal A 1 . Meal I3 
With 7% crude fiber (6-8) . . . . . . .  
Wlth 9% crude fiber (8-10). . . . . .  
With 11 % crude fiber (10-12). . . .  
With 13% crude fiber (12-14). . . .  
With 15% crude fiber (14-16). .... 
Pro- Pro- 
Cornpo- ductive % of Compo- ductive % of 1 sition 1 value I ~ o t a i  1 sition I value 101.1 
~ ~~~- 
0.203 
.200 
.I97 
. I 94  
. I  90 
T t  is seen that from 44 to 51 per cent. of the valne of these tvo 
extreme grades is in the protein, and that from 69 to 7 5  per cent. is 
in the protein and fat combined. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Protein.. 
Fat  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Crude fiber.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nitrogen free extract. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
STANDARDS FOR COTTONSEED 3TEAL. 
Standards for cottonseed meal zdopted bv the different States are 
. 
as follows: The stc?ndards for North Carolina. South Carolina, 
Gcorgia and Alabama, have been in use for a ngmher of pears. 
44.0 
7.0 
10.0 
25.0 
8.66 
3.94 
-.21 
4.37 
16.76 
51.6 
23.5 
. . . . . . . .  
24.8 
36.0 
7.0 
11.0 
30.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7.09 
3.94 
- .23  
5.25 
16.05 
44.1 
24.5 
. . . . . . . .  
31.3 
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flortlz Caro7ina.-Cottonseed meal must contain not less than 7.5 
per cent ammonia. This is practically the fertilizer law. 
Xozcth Carolina.--Under the Pertilizer law, cottonseed meal must 
contain 1;ot less than 7 per cent. ammonia. Under the South Carolina 
feed law, cottonseed meal must contain not less than 36 per cent. pro- 
tein, 3 per cent. fat, 2nd not more than 10 per cent. crucle fiber (7.5 
per cent. ammonia equals 36 per cent. protein, closely). 
Georgia.--T?nder the lertilizer law, cottoliseecl meal must contain 
not less than 7.5 per cent. ammonia. TJncler the feed law, the stand- 
arc1 adopted for cottonseed meal is 38.62 per cent. protein and 4.00 
per cent. fat. The standard for crude fiber as publishecl i n  the bulle- 
tins in  1911 to 1915 was 12 per cent., but in  the bulletin published 
November, 1915, the requirement; for crude fiber i n  cottonse~d meal 
was eliminated. 
A7abn~na.-Under the  fertilizer law, cottonseecl meal must contain 
not less than 7.5 per cent. ammonia. When i t  contains less, i t  must 
sold as cottonseed meal ancl I~ulls, or low-grade cottonseecl meal. 
Texas.-From 1907 to 1916, cottonseecl meal I~acl to contain not less r"- 
1 th2n 43 per cent. protein, or 50 per cent. protein and fat  combined, 
and not more than 9 per cent. crude fiber. This now been clianged 
to not 1e.s illan 44 per cent. protein, 51  per cent. protein and fa t  
coml~inecl. and not over 11 per cent. crude fiber. (See below.) 
~, -Okl~honzn . - - - -2ecordjng  to 3 circular of the Oklaiioma State Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, October 1 ,  191.5, choice cottonseecl meal must 
contain a t  least 4 2  per cent. protein and 5.5 per cent. f a t  and not 
more than 9.5 per cent. crude fiber: prime cottonseecl meal must con- 
tain a t  lenst 38 per cent. protein 2nd -5.5 per cent. fat, ancl not more 
than 11 per cent. crude fiber, and these ~tandarcls have been approved 
by representatives of the Oklahoma Cottonseecl Crushers' Association. 
Pennsy7vcrnia.-The P e n n e ~ l ~ ~ a n j n  State I av  does not permit more 
than 9 per cent. cruclc fiber i n  cottonseed meal. 
CII.4NGE IN THE TF!SAS S;T;4NDbRD FOR COTTONSEED AIE-LL. 
The Texas standard for cottonseecl meal from 1907 to 1916 was that  
i t  should co~itain not less than 43 per cent. protein, not less illan 50 
per cent. protein and fa t  ccmbined, and not more than 9 per cent. 
crude fiber. 
A hearing on cottonseed products v a s  Ilc-Id 13:- the Feed Control 
Service on October 2, 1915, and was supplemented by letters submitted 
later. On Fehrua~v  15, 1916, the agreement given below was made 
between Director Youngblood and a committee of the Texas Cotton- 
seed Crushers' Association. This agreement practically changes the 
emphasis in  the Texas standard from crude fiber to protein, or pro- 
tein and fat. 
The following memorandum of understanding was agreed to by a 
committee of the T e n s  Cottonseed Crushers' Association and accepted 
by Director B. Youngblood: 
'Ve,  the undersi,gned, acting for and i n  behalf of the Texas Cot- 
tonseed Cruskers' Association, hare come to an  understanding with 
the Feed Control Service, on this the 15th day of February, 1916, at  
College Station, Texas, as follows : 
"It is agreed that the definition and standards for cottonseed meal 
shall more nearly coincide with the rules of the Texas Cottonseed 
Crushers' Association, as follows : 
"Cottonseed meal is composed of decorticated kernels of cotton seed, 
free from excess of hulls and other foreign materials. It must con- 
tain not less than 44 per cent. of protein, or not less than 51 per 
cent. of protein and fat combined, and not more than 11 per cent. of 
crude fiber. 
"Cottonseed cake shall correspond to cottonseed meal in composi- 
tion and as to standard. 
"It is agreed that any deficiency in percentage of fat  may be offset 
by additional percentage of protein, as, for instance, in cottonseed 
meal guaranteed to contain 5 per cent. of fat, 46 per cent. of protein 
would be required. 
"It will be observed that the 51 per cent. of protein and fat com- 
bined coincides identically with the rule of the Texas Cottonseed 
Crushers' Association, and that the increase of 2 per cent. crude fiber 
gives the millers greater latitude in holding the standard for protein 
and fat. 
"It is agreed that the standard for choice co-ltonseed meal shall re- 
main as heretofore." 
This committee consisted of Mr. B. W. Couch, President of the 
Texas Cottonseed Crushers' Association; Mr. Ed. Woodall, of Hills- 
boro, Texas, and Mr. W. F. Pendleton, of Farmersville, Texas, and 
Durant, Oklahoma. 
While we 5ave reason to believe that the majority of Texas cotton- 
seed crushers are in favor of the agreement given above, and are eatis- 
fied with the definition now adopted, as shown by the definition adopted 
a t  their meeting in Xay, 1916, yet there are some few cottonseed 
crushers who desire to put on the Texas market a decidedly inferior 
product, containin,? less than 44 per cent. protein and correspondingly 
more h~zlls, under the name of cottonseed meal. and are not satisfied 
with the starrdard agreed upon. The Feed Control Service does not 
attempt to regulate what shall or shall not be manufactured i n  the 
State, but merely insists on the right of the purcha~er to linow what 
he is buying. Those desiring the lower standard, say that if the low 
grade product is sold under the name of cottonseed mea.1 and hulls, 
that they cannot get as much for it as if i t  were sold as cottonseed 
meal. If this argument means anything, i t  mems that the buyer will 
not pay as much for  the goods if he knows what he is getting, as he 
would if he thought he was getting cottonseed meal. This is, thus, 
an argument in favor of the proper naming of the product, and not 
against it. 
ur 
cei 
DEFINITIOSS OF COTTONSEED MEAL. 
J 
UNITED STATES FEED CONTROL OFFICIALS. 
The following definition of cottonseed meal has been adopted by 
the Feed Control Oflicials of the United States: 
Cottollseed Jifenl is a product of the cottonseed only, composed 
~rincipally of the kernel with such portion of the hull as is necessary 
n the manufacture of oil; provided: that nothing shall be recognized 
IS cottonseed meal that does not conform to the foregoing definition 
[nil that does not contain at least 36 per cent. of protein. 
Choice Cottonseed Meal must be finely ground, not necessarily 
)olted, of sweet odor, reasonably bright in color, :yellom, not brown or 
*.ddieh, free from excess of lint, ancl must contain at  least 41 per 
at. of protein. 
Prime Cottonseed Meal must be finely ground, not necessarily 
lted, of sweet odor, reasonably bright in  color, .yellow, not brown 
. 
reddish, free from excess of lint, and must contain at least 38.6 per 
nt. of protein. 
Good Cottonseed Meal must be finely ground, not necessarily bolted, 
sweet odor, reasonably bright in  color, and must contain at  least 
36 per cent. of protein. 
Cottonseed Peed is a mixture of cottonseed meal and cottonseed 
zulls containing less than 36 per cent. of protein. 
INTERST.4TF COTTONSEEn CRUSHERS' DEFINITIONS. 
The definitions (1915) adopted by the Interstate Cottonseed Crnsh- 
s' Association are as follows : 
Cottonseed Xeal is a product of the cottonseed only, composed 
.incipally of the kernel, with such portion of the fiber or hull and 
1 as may be left in the ordinary course of maimfacture, or as may 
-2 indicated by the analysis thereof, and shall be graded and classed 
as follows : 
Provided, that nothing shall be recognized, traded in or sold as cot- 
tonseed meal that does not conform to the requirements above set forth, 
and that does not contain at least 36 per cent. of protein. 
Choice Cottonseed Menl must be finely ground, not necessarily 
bolted, perfectly sound and sweet in odor, yellow, free from excess of 
lint, and by analysis must contain at least either 8 per cent. of am- 
monia, or 49 per cent. of combined protein and fat. 
Prime Cottonseed Meal must be finely ground, not necessarily 
bolted, of sweet odor, reasonably bright in color, yellow, not brown or 
reddish, free from excess of lint, and b$ analysis must contain at least 
either 7.5 per cent. of ammonia or 46 per cent. of combined protein 
and fat. 
Good Cottonseed Neal must be finely ground, not necessarily bolted, 
of sweet odor, reasonshl~ bright in color, and by analysis must con- 
tain at least either ?' per cent. of ammonia, or 43 per cent. of com- 
bined protein and fat. 
Cottonseed cake not coming up to contract analysis shall be a good 
delivery if within one-quarter of 1 per cent. of ammonia, or within 
I$ per cent. of combined fat and protein, guaranteed by contract or 
of sale sample, but the settlement price shall be reduced at the rate 
qf one-tenth of contract price for each 1 per cent. and proportionately 
for fractions of deficiency in ammonia, or one forty-ninth, one forty- 
;ixth, or one forty-third, as the case may he, for cleficienc; in protein 
md fat. 
Where cake is sold on sample, to be a good delivery it must' rea- 
sonably conform to the sale sample in color and texture and analysis. 
TEXAS FEED COKTROL SERVICE DEFThTTTTONS. 
The definitions of the Texas Feed Control Service are now as fol- 
lows : 
Cottor~seed .I'1.1ea7 is composed of the decorticated kernels of cotton 
seed, free from excess of hnlls and other foreign materials. I t  must 
contain not lees then 44 per cent. of protein, not less than 51 per cent. 
of protein and fat combined, a i d  not more than 11 per cent. of crude 
fiber. 
Prime Cotionseed .14enZ ie composed of the decorticated lternels of 
cotton seed, free from excess of hnlls and other foreign materials. 
Must be finely grounc-l, of sweet odor, reasonabIy bright in color, and 
must contain not less than 44 per cent. of protein, 7 per cent. of fat 
(not less then 51 per cent. of protein and fat combined), and not 
mcre than 9 per cent. of crude fiber. 
Choice Cottonseed .Meal is composed of the decorticated kernels of 
cotton seed, Cree from excess of hulls and other materials. Must be 
finely grouncl, of sweet odor, reasonably bright in color, and must 
contain not less than 45 per cent. of protein, 7 per cent. of fat  (not 
less than 55 per cent. of protein and fat combined), and not Inore 
than 9 per cent. of crud5 fiber. . 
Cottonseed Cuke should correspond to cottonseecl meal in composi- 
tion. 
Cottonseed  veal and Hu7Zs is any mixture of cottonseecl meal and 
hnlls containing not less than 9 Fer cent. and not more t11a.n 20 per 
cent. of crude fiber. 
Mixed Cottonseed Mela1 and Hu17s is any mixture of cottonseed 
meal and hulls colltaining not less than 20 per cent. and not Inore 
than 40 per cent. of crude fiber. The percentage of hulls must be 
stated. 
The definitions of the Texas Cottonseed Crusllers' Associ a t '  ion are 
as follotrs : 
Cottonseed Cake is a product of the cottonseed only, composed prin- 
cipally of the kernel, with such portion of the fiber or hull and oil as 
may be left in the ordinary course of manufacture, or as may be in- 
dirated by the ana1;17sis thereof, and shall be graded ancl classed as 
~ O ~ ~ O T V S  : 
Provided, that  nothing shall he recognized, traded i n  or sold as 
cottonseed cake that  does not conform to the requirements above set 
forth, and that  does not contain a t  least 36 per cent. of protein; and 
further provided, that  no cottonseed cake shall be offered for sale, for 
~onsnmption in  Texas, that  does not comply with the State pure feed 
laws. 
Choice Cottonseed Cake  must be reasonably bright i n  color, sweet 
in odor, friable in  texture, not burnt in cooking, free from excess of 
lint and hulls, and shall contain h;v analysis of a competent chemist 
55 per cent. of protein and fat  combined; provicled, that  i t  shall not 
be rejected it if contains as much as 51 per cent. of protein and fa t  
combined; but an  allomance shall be macle by seller of one-fifty-fifth 
of the contract price less freight when sold delivered for each de- 
ficient unit  o-E protein and fa t  combined. 
Pvin2e Cottonseerl Coke must be of good color, yellom~ieh, not brown 
or  reddish, sweet in  odor, firm i n  texture, free from excess of lint, 
anil shall contain l ~ y  analysis of a competent chemist 51 per cent. of 
protein and fat  combined; provided, that  i t  shall not be rejected if it 
contains as much as 4 7  per cent. of protein and fat  combined; but 
an allowance shall be macle by the seller of one-fifty-first of the con- 
tract price less freight when sold delivered for each deficient unit of 
protein ancl f a t  combined. 
Sec. 2R. Cottonseed cake where sold fur consumption i n  'Texas 
shall contain not less than 4-2 per cent. of protein, or 51 per cent. of 
protein ancl fat  combined, and must not contain more than 11 per 
cent. of fibre. 
No claim for deficiency of protein ancl fat combined sllall be made 
by buyer unless the variation shall eqnal or exceec1.one-half of one unit. 
Cottonseed Xeal is a product of the cottonseed only, composed prin- 
cipally of the kernel, with such portion of the fiber or In111 and oil as 
may he left in  the ordinary course of manufacture, or as may be in- 
dicated by the analpeis thereof, and shall l ~ e  graded and claseecl as 
follows : 
Provided, t?iat nothing shall be recognized. traclecl in  or sold as 
cottonseed meal that  d6es not conform to the requirements above set 
forth, ancl that does not contain a t  least 36 per cent. of protein; ancl 
furt l~er proviclecl, illat no cottonseed meal shall he offered for sale, 
for consumption in  Texas, tha t  does not comply with the State pure 
feed laws. 
Cottonseed meal shall be g-radecl as follows : 
Choice Cottonseed Meal must ?)e the procluct of sound cottonseed 
cake, finely ground, reasonably bright i n  color, not brown or. reddish, 
free fro111 excess of lint and hulls, and shall contain by analysis of a 
competent chemist Fifj per cent. of protein ?nil fat  com1)inecl; pro- 
vided, that  i t  shall not be rejected if i t  contains as much as 51 per 
cent. of protein ancl Jat comhinecl; hut an allowance shall be made by 
seller of one-fifty-fifth of the contract price less freight when sold 
delivereel for each deficient unit of protein ancl fa t  c~inbined.  
Choice Ro7ted Cottwzseed Iderrl m u ~ t  he the product of sound cot- 
tonseed cake, finely ground and bolted, of bright yellow color, not 
brown or reddish, and shall contain by analysis of a competent chemist 
55 per cent. protein and fat combined; provided, that i t  shall not be 
rejected if it contains as mnch as 51 per cent. of pivotein and fat com- 
bined; but an allowance shall be made by seller of one-fifty-fifth of 
the contract price less freight when sold delivered for each deficient 
unit of protein and Eat combined. Meal to be choice bolted must be . 
ground and boltei! sufficiently fine for the contents to pass through 
a wire mesh of one-tmeaty-sixth of an inch in diameter. 
Prime Cottonseed -Vra7 must be the product of sound cottonseed 
cake: finely ,ground, of sweet odor, reasonably bright in  color, not 
brown or reddish. reasonably free from excess of lint, and shall con- 
tain by analysis of a competent chemist 51 per cent. of protein and - 
fat  combined; provided, that it shall not be rejected if it contains as 
much as 47 per cent. of protein and fat combined; but an allowance 
shall be made by seller of one-fifty-first of the contract price, less 
freight where sold delivered, for each deficient unit of protein and 
fat combined. 
Prime Bolted Cottonseed 31ea;l must be the product of sound cot- 
tonseed cake, finely ground and bolted, of bright yellow color, not 
brown or reddish, and   hall contain bg analysis of a competent chem- 
ist 51 per cent. of protein and fat combined; provided, i t  shall not be 
rejected if i t  contains as much as 47 per cent. of protein and fat 
combined; but an alloxance shall be made by seller of one-fifty-first 
of the contract price, less freight when scld delivered, for each de- 
ficient unit of protein and Eat combined. Meal to be prinae bo7ted 
ust be ground and bolted sufficiently fine for the contents to pass 
[rough a wire mesh of one-twenty-fourth of an inch in diameter. 
Sec. 4R. Cottonseed meal, where sold for consl~znption in Texas, 
la11 contain not less than 44 per cent. of protein or 51 per cent. of 
protein and fat combinecl and must not contain inore than 11 per 
cent of fiber. 
No claim for deficiency of protein and fat combined shall be made 
h ~ r  buyer unless the variation   hall equal or exceed one-half of one unit. 
PROTEIN REGULATION. 
The valuation of different cottonseed meals by means of the pro- 
tein, or protein and fat content, was adopted for the purpose of dis- 
tinguishing between different grades of cottonseed meal, made bv pro- 
cesses which had for their primary object the extraction of the oil. 
The meal varied in composition, both on account of differences in the 
seed, and differences in the hull content, due to imperfections in 
manufacturing. With the development of this method of valuation, 
and with the development of chemical methods of mill control, the 
manufacturer found that, though he was in many cases penalized for 
meal running below the parantee, he received no extra payment when 
meal was above guarantee. R e  thus formed 'the impression that the 
ammonia (or protein) and fat W ~ P  the onlv valuable constitutent of 
the feed, and the remainder of the feed hail little or no value. I n  
other words, he was selling protein or protein and fat. These con- 
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sideratiol~s lead naturally to introduction of hulls during the process 
of manufactui.e, where needed to run the protein content down to the 
minimum guarantee. Where the protein, or protein content served 
only as a basis for judging the quality of meal, questions as to the 
hull content, or whether the product was really a cottonseed meal, 
dicl not often arise. The rules of the Interstate and other Cottonseed 
+ushers' Associations i~ fact permit the addition of cottonceed hulls - 
- hull-bran, either (luring the process of manufacture or otherwise. 
his attitude is further brought out in  the following statement: 
TI .  K. Ha~i~k:  in Oil Mill Superintendents7 Association, June, 1913, 
s a p  : 
"As in our State Re hare a standard of 7.50 per cent., and the mill 
sells on that hasis, we should he able to control the ammonia, within 
10-100 per cent. of the 1 per cent. Otherwise the man that buys the 
meal or cake, if over 10-100 per cent. short will have a kick coming 
to him, and will he entitled to a reduction. On the other hand, if 
the mill sells meal for 74 per cent. ammonia, and it runs anywhere 
7.60 per cent. to 7.75 per cent., the mill will be the loser of 30 
ts for  7.60 per cent. up to 75 cents for 7.75 per cent. per ton of 
11. This will be, as you can readily see, either a loss to the mill 
getting its final settlements on meal sold i f  the ammonia runs too 
, and, if on the other hand, the ammonia runs high i t  will be a 
~t loss in running a higher value than it is sold for. I n  view of these 
.s, i t  is best to hare the analysis often and to get a basis of stand- 
in operation, then run to the standard constantly. This is ac- 
lplished by seeing that the linting is uniform, the hullers are kept 
rp so that the hulling will be constantly uniform. That is, they 
st do their work constantly the same, then the separation to get 
proper proportion of hull meal and this latter must be fine and 
free of lint, with the proper percentage to obtain, say, in amount of 
cake that will run the per cent. of ammonia just where you want i t  . 
(and this, 1 say, can be done very ea~i ly  if the equipment is right), 
then to take your samples of cooked meal, .match very closely the 
time, the temperature, in the progress of your cooking, get the smell, 
the feel, and the color the exact shade." 
'I'he Picard-Law Company, in The Oil Ifillel, December, 1914, 
states : 
"Georgia shows an average of 7.16 per cent. ammonia in spite of 
the fact that a large percentage of the mills are shipping 7 per cent. 
cake. As near as we can figure it, the meal from this State has aver- 
aged 0.20 per cent. in ammonia above guarantee. At $2.50 per unit 
this is 50 cents per ton excess value. Basing the meal sold during 
this time at 50,000 tons, the Georgia mills have given away $25,000.00 
worth of protein in an effort to keep their product up to the standard." 
The Picard-Law Company, in The Oil Miller, Pebruary, 1914, 
states : . 
. "The time is coming and coming fast when the mill that does not 
have daily analyses made of meal cannot keep up with the procession. 
Tt is the only way to regulate ammonia. It would surprise many mill 
managers to know that we can pick out nearly any d a ~  in  the season 
and show that  the seed handled in  our laboratory that  day would pro- 
duce meal varying as much as 1 per cent. i n  ammonia ~vhcn exactly 
the same number of pounds are made per ton. This might happen 
in  your mill m y  time that  -yo11 change from one car to another. 
"This may so~xncl like taking ad~an tage  of our opportunity to pull 
for business, but if you will consider the matter carefully you will 
be convinced that  you and not the chemist will be the big gainer. By 
1,egulating ammonia within ten points a two-press mill can often save- 
3nougll in  a couple of weelrs to pay for anal-ytical ~vorlr the whole 
;easoa. That  the big companies realize this is proven bv the fact 
;hat over thirty independent mills in Georgia, besides the corporation 
~ni!ls, have their products analyzed each day that  the)- operate." 
3. C. Picard, -4labama Cottotweed Cr~~s l l e rq  in  The Oil hliller, 
September, 1915, states : 
"J4ost of yo11 think, J am sure, that the sum total of 'getting 
resnlts' is good separation ancl a lo~v standard of pres!: worlr, hut to 
my mind one of tlye most important factors uf all in  making profits is 
close control of the ammonia. Of course, with aeecl of variable am- 
monia content, it is rather clifficult to keep the ammonia constant by 
regulation a t  the second hnller. Of late, a third huller has been in- 
stalled i n  some mills for the sole purpose of controlling ammonia, 
which rr~akes i t  somewhat easier; but, even with this, daily analyses 
of the cake is necessary. 
"I wonder how many realize h o ~ v  large a loss this is; sonietimes it 
is qreater than allowing excess of oil t o  lemain in the cake. One ton 
of -7+ per cent. meal- contains 150 pounds of ammonia, which is 
~rokt!; (since the value of the m e d  i~ in  its ammonia), when meal is 
selling for $28.00 per ton, Trery close to  20 cents per po~uld. If the 
meal is sold on this guarantee, but actual deliverv runs 7.75 per cent., 
five extra pounds of- ammonia are thrown in with each ton, making 
the cnstomer a present of $1.00 per ton. This i s  TTery nice for the 
customer, but downs the mill's profits quite a lot. It does not hit  the 
bank-balance directly, like reclamations, but, nevertheless, when the 
books are closed several thousands cjf dollars are usuallv debited to ex- 
cess values. Nuch of this can be prevented by t h i  c la i l~~ analyses 
abore mentioned so that  when shipments are made high ancl low am- 
monia nieal can be mixed to malre a c lo~e  average. This has been 
done : i t  is entirely practical. Of conrse, if meal coulcl always be solcl, 
3s it should he. on it!: arnrncnia. this  mould not he necesstur, hut Tve 
must meet conditions as we have them. 
"To show you how excess ammonia figures in  comparison wit11 ex- 
cess oil: The average oil mill tries to keep oil in  the cake clown to 
6 per cent., or 120 pounds to the ton. If the  oil runs 7 per cent., 
th is  mill be 140 pounds. The  extra 20 pouads of oil a t  5+ cents per 
~ u n d  is m r t h  $1.10 per ton? so you  see t h e  ?qi?lin,q rl?orn?l of one- 
quarter of n per cent .  of excess nmn,mo.nia is prnctica.77y eqflivn7ent t o  
n77o?r*iny I jler cenf.  excess oil re?;c,ai.n in t h a  coke. 
"Some of yo11 ma!r sap: 'We cannot control our ammonia.' But, 
yea you can! If  you will use your chemists properly you soon get 
'results.' " 
T l ~ e  manufacturer of cotionseed oil has sometimes to contend with 
seed low in protein (or ammonia,), or delinted so closely tllat sepa- 
ration is difficult, and has trouble i n  producing meal of the stanclard, 
if. i t  is not too low. Sometimes separation of kernels from seed must, 
to some extent, be sacrificed, to produce the grade of meal desired. 
While the manufacturer may he willing to sacrifice separation to 
corne up to his guarantee i n  protein, when necessary to do so, he is 
not willing to sacrifice i t  to come up  to a guarantee i n  crude fiber 
when i t  is not necessary to come up to his guarantee i n  protein. Pro- 
tein, or protein and !at, is undoubtedly the most valuable constituent 
of cottolweecl meal, and the manufacturer feels that when lie suffers 
the burden of low protein seed, he should receive the recompense of 
high protein seed when i t  comes his .way. 
CRUDE FIBER STANDARD. 
cr 
hi? 
The definition of cottonseed meal adopted Fy the Feed Control Offi- 
c i ~ 1 ~  of ihe T-Tnited States is  as f ~ l l ~ w s :  
"C'ottonseed nleal is R product of the cotton seed only, c o m p o ~ d  
principally of the kernel with such portion of the hull as is neces- 
in the manufacture of tlie oil; prorided, that  nothing shall he 
iecopnized as cottonseed meal that  does not conform to the foregoinp 
definition and that does not contain a t  least 36 per cent of protein.' 
me  will inquire how much crude fiber represents "such portion of 
t11~ hull as is necessary to the manufacture of the oil.') This point 
is rliff'eult to clecicle on the  hasis of analytical results alone. - 
'!'11e analyws given in Tables Nos. 5, 5, 5 and 7 show the average 
ucle fiber conteni. Standards, home~er, must be above rather t l ~ a n  
low Ihe maximum. 
Jn  the Casr of cotton~eed meal, samples with !ow crude fiber ma? 
Ire had it reduced for the purpose of raising the protein. On the 
her hand, those with high crude fiber may have had it added. dur-  
g the prorefs of mrlnufacture or otl~erwise, for the purpose of re- 
icing the protein. 
Then, also, there are certain varieties of cotton of which the seed 
e partly bare, like Sea Island seed. The hulls do not felt together, 
irl are not easily removed. 
Some millers also claim that  a rather large amount of hulls is 
neressary to give drainage and reduce the oil: while other millers sap 
.tIll,at only a much smaller quantity is needed. This has been alread!. 
discnwerl. Apparently a better extraction of oil is often accompanied 
h r  a higher p~rcentaqe of hulls. 
3s TEXAS L~.GRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT S ATIOS . 
TABLE 20.-DISTRIBUTION OF FIBER CONTENTS OF COTTONSEED MEAL . 
TABLE 21.-GUARANTEES OF CRUDE FIBER IN COTTONSEED MEAL . 
to over ) ~ o t a l  
12.1 12.1 
I 
South Carolina M 1914 . . . . . . . . . . .  / 37 16 1 23 / 20 14 109 
Georgia. 1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 10 2 1 43 
Pennsylvania265-1914 . . . . . . . . . . .  24 23 24 14 9 94 
New York 1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 8 2 26- 
New ~ o r k '  1912 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 2 1 . . 1 . . :  36 
New ~ o r k :  1913 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24 " "2" .  . . . . . . . . . . .  34 
New York, 1914 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 2 18 
New York. 1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 11 . . . . . . . .  
New Jersey 1913-14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Table No . 21 shows the guarantees of crude fiber made in five 
States . With the exception of .Sonth Carolina, the bulk of the p a r -  
antees is far less than 10.1 per cent . . crude fiber . 
TABLE 
7 
FIBER 
""i"'l 23 
9.1-10 
17 
9 
24 
Kentucky 1914 (185) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
New 1915 (404)'.'.:: : : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ind~ana,  1914 (177) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CONTENT OF COTTONSEED 
BY LAW) . 
New ~ersey:  1914-15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kentucky. 1914 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Georgia. 191 1-12 ................. 
Georgia 1912-13 ................. 
~ e o r g i a :  1913-15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Louisiana, 1913-14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6 
Over 
12.1 
1 
2 
5 
0 
4 
9 or 
less 
'4 
1 
5 
10.1-11 
----- 
1 
4 
3 
5 
6 
MEALS 
South Carolina 1915 (52) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
11.1-12 
1 
5 
10 
90 
26 
(CALCULATED 
Table No . 20 shows the distribution of the fiber contents of cotton- 
seed meals as analyzed in several States . Samples illegal in protein 
content were omitted . A large proportion of the samples containecl ' 
9 per cent . crude fiber, or less . 
14 
22 
4 
14 
24 
22 
""i"' 
6 11 
September- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
October- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carollna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total, 
Georgla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Caroljna . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carolma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Decemher- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Geor Nortf 'a ca.rbij.n.a.a . . : . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carollna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Louisiana (1912.14) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 22 2 1  
Pound Ammo- Fiber Pound Ammo- Fiber 
per ton 1 nia % % 1 per ton 1 nia c 1 % 
....... 
4 
26 
4 
4 
11 
26 
. . . . . . . .  14 ""i"' 
13 
....i... 
5 
3 
' ' ' ' 9 '  ' ' 
. . . i i . . .  
3 
4 
1 
11 
. . . . 6 . . .  
2 
23 
20 
SO 
17 
31 
45 
78 
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TABLE 22.-AVERAGE FIBER CONTENT OF COTTONSEED MEALS (CALCULATED 
BY LAW). 
January- 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Georgia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Carolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
February- 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Georgia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carolma.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
March- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Georgia. 
North Carovna. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carol~na. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pound Ammo- 1 Fiber Pound Ammo- ! per ton 1 nia % 1 per ton nia I 
I I 
1- I- 1-1- I--- 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Highest-in fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lowest m fiber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fiber 
% 
Table No. 22 shows the estimated yield, the average protein, and 
the calculated crude fiber, averaged by months for several States of 
the Soutl~east as presented by Mr. Law i n  The Oil Miller, June, 191 
The crude fiber was calculated on the basis of 3 per cent. in the c 
pressed lternelq and S O  per cent. in the hulls. 
Collected by G k. E. Bidwc 
TABLE 23.-AVERAGE ANALYSIS OF COTTONSEED AND COT.r.unar;au uAnb. 
dl, 1913-14. Analysts: Fraps, Texas: Bidwell, U. S. Dept. Agr.; Kellogg, Pa.; Cathcart, N. J.; Smith, Mass. 
Computed from Analysis of Hu!ls and Meats. 
Analysis of Seed 
Name and Address of Manufacturer. 
Nitrogen 
Crude 1 Free 1 Water 1 
Fiber Extract 
Ash Per Cent I in Seed 
I 
*North Carolina Cotton Oil Co., 
Raleigh, N. C . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Carolina Cotton Oil Co., 
Wilmington, N. C . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Swift Pc Co., 
Columbus, S. C . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
South Carolina Cotton Oil Co., 
Columbus, S. C:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Southern Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Savannah, Ga. .  
Empire Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Valdosa, Ga.  
Peoples Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Selma, Ala.. 
Selma Oil, Ice and Fertilizer Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Selma, Ala.. 
Alabama Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Selma, Ala.. 
?Refuge Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vicksburg, Miss.. 
. . .  I . . . .  Meats..  Hulls. Cake.. . . . .  
. . .  
Cakc..  . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  I i Seed . . . .  Meats. ' Hulls. . . . .  , 
' C a k e . .  . . .  l
(Seed. . . . . .  
Meats..  . . .  (
(Hulls.  . . . .  
Calce. . . . .  . I  
Sced..  . . . .  
1 { Meats..  .. . I  EIulls. . . . .  1
Cakc.. . . . .  I 
Seed. . . . . .  
Meats. . . .  I 
. . . . .  
Cake.. . . . .  
. . . . . .  
.. 
Seed 
Meats..  
Hulls. . . .  : 1 
Cake . . . . .  . (  
Seed . . . . . .  
. .  
. . . .  
{ 3::i;. 1 : : : 
( Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. .... 
..... 1 ... Seed. Meats.. Hulls. . . . .  Cake.. . . . .  / (Seed . . . . . .  
Southern Cotton Oil Co., i Memphls, Tenn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Perkins Oil Co., 
Memphis, Tenn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
$Florida Manufacturing Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Madison,Fla 
Marion Harper Cotton Oil CO., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Atlanta, Ga. 
Swift & Co 
~tlant:, Ga.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Southern Cotton Oil Co., 
Montgomery, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Alabama Cotton Oil Co., 
Montgomery, Ala. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Newton County Cotton Oil Co.. 
. Covington,Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- 
Lookout Refining Co., 
Chattanooga, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Calhoun Oil and Fertilizer Co., 
Calhoun, Ga.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Southern Cotton Oil Co 
Charlotte, N. C . . .  :' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
De Soto Cotton Oil Co., 
Memphis, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
\ ye;;9.. ... 
. - . .  
Cake.. .... 
. . . .  I . . .  Seed.. Meats. . . . .  Hulls. Cake.. . . . .  
. . . . . .  { . . .  Seed Meats.. Hulls. . . . .  Cake.. . . . .  (Seed. .  . . . .  
18234H 
18235H 
18236H 
18237H 
18214H 
18215H 
18216H 
1821 7H 
18218H 
18219H 
18220H 
18221H 
18222H 
18223H 
18225H 
18226H 
1823814 
18239H 
18242H 
18243H 
18246H 
18247H 
27401 K 
27402K 
... I . . . .  Meats. . I  Hulls. Cake.. . . . .  /[ B:G. ;, : : : 
( Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. .... 
. . . . . .  i Seed . . .  Meats.. Hulls. . . . .  Cake ...... 
. . . .  { . . .  Seed.. Meats.. Hulls. . . . .  I g;e&e:. . . . .  
. . . . .  
Meats.. ... 
. . . .  (Hulls. 
Cake.. .... 
. . . . . .  1 . . .  Seed Meats.. Hulls. . . . .  Cake.. .... 
. . . . . .  
... 
Seed 
Meats.. 
.... Hulls. 
Cake.. .... 
*Seed somewhat heated. 
+This mill makes soft cakes which will probably run high in oil. 
$Sea Island Seed. Last of season with poor seed. 
TABLE .23.-AVERAGE ANALYSIS OF COTTONSEED AND COTTONSEED CAKE--Continued. 
. 
C V  Collected by G. E. Bidwell, 1918-14 Analysts: Flaps, Texas; Bidwell U. S. Dept. Agr.; Kellogg Pa.; Cathcart, N. 1.; Smith, Mass. Analysis of Seed 
Computed from ~ L l y s i s  of Hulls and  eat; 
Nitroqen 1 Protein I Fat  Crude Frei 1 Water , Ash 1 Per Cent 
Fiber Extract in Seed 
-- c3 a 
Name and Address of Manufacturer. 
Union Seed and Fertilizer Co., 
Memphis, Tenn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27403K 
...... Seed 
... Meats.. 
Hulls. .... 
Cake.. .... 
. . . . . .  
. . .  
Seed 
Meats.. 
Hulls. . . . .  1 
Little Rock Cotton Oil Co., 
Little Rock, Ark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Souther'n Cotton Oil Co., 
Little Rock, Ark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cake.. . . . .  
Seed.. . . . .  
.... 
. . . .  
Morrilton Cotton Oil Co., 
Morrilton, Ark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'Cake .... .I 
Seed 
Conway Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Conway, Ark. 
$t:de. ..... 
. . . . .  
Meats.. ... 
I Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. .... 
. . . . . .  
... 
Seed 
Meats.. 
Hulls. . . . .  
A Cake.. . . . .  
Oklahoma Cotton Oil Co 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oklahoma City, O B ~ '  
27414K 
American Ice and Oil Co 
Oklahoma City, 0klA'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27415K 
27416K 
Southwestern Cotton Oil Co., 
Oklahoma City, Okla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27417K 
27418K 
Durant Cotton Oil 'co., 
Durant, Okla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  27419K' 
27420K 
Elk City Cotton Oil Co 
Elk City, Okla. . .  . ' .I .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27421K 
27422K 
Seed . . . . .  . I  
. . .  , 
. . . . .  
'Cake . . . . . . I  
Seed . . . . . .  
Meats.. ... 
Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. .... 
. . . . . .  
... 
Seed 
Meats.. 
Hulls. . . . .  
Cake. . . . .  
. . . . . .  Seed 
. . .  Meats.. 
Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. . . . .  
Wheeler Cotton Oil Co 
Shamrock, Texas. 1'. . . ...................... 27423K I 
.... 
. 
Cake.. 
Seed.. . . . I  
Meats.. . . .  / 
Hulls. . . . .  I
Memphis Cotton Oil Co 
Memphis, Texas.. .I1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Quanah Cotton Oil Co., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Quanah,Texas 
Riverside Cotton Oil Co., 
J. \Ir. Allison, 
. . . . . .  Dallas, Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
Alamo Cotton Oil Co., 
San Antonio, Texas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Russell Coleman Cotton Oil Co., 
San Antonio, Texas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Merchants and Planters Cotton Oil Co., 
Houston, Texas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Magnolia Cotton Oil Co., 
I-Iouston, Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Orleans Cotton Oil Mill, 
New Orleans, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Highland P a ~ k  Mfg. Co., 
Rock H111, S. C. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Southern Cotton Oil Co., 
Charlotte, N. C . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Elizabeth City Cotton Oil Co., 
Elizabeth City, N. C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Arizona Egyptian Cotton Oil Co.,* 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t Phoenix, Arizona. 
Cake.. . . . .  1 ;Seed . . . . . .  1 
27424K 
27425K 
27426K 
27427K 
27428K 
27429K 
27430K 
27431K 
27432K 
27433K 
27434K 
27435K 
27436K 
27437K 
27438K 
27439K 
27440K 
27441K 
27442K 
27443K 
27444K 
27445K 
27446K 
27447K 
2744813 
27449K 
27450K.- 
...... 
. . . .  
Cake ....... 
. . . . . .  I . . .  Seed Meats.. Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. ;. . .  
. . . . . .  
... 
Seed 
Meats.. 
Hulls. . . . .  
Cake.. .... 
.... 
Hulls. . . .  
... 
Cake.. .... 
Seed . . . . . .  
(Seed. .  . . . .  
Meats.. . . .  
Cake.. . . . .  (Seed. .  . . . .  
. . .  I . . . .  Meats.. Hulls. Cake.. .... 
*Whole pressed cotton seed. 
Table No. 23 contains a]-erage analyses of cotton seed, and cotton- 
seed cake, the samples being collected by G. E. Bidwell of the U. S. 
Department of Agricnlture, for a committee of the Association 'of 
Feed Control Officials. The seed are those from which the corre- 
sponding cake was made. The analyses reported are the averages of 
those made in several laboratories. The cake does not represent that 
which could be made if all the hnlls possible mere eliminated, but rep-/ 
resents that made by the mills at the time of the collectioll of the 
samples, some of i t  on contract for specified ammonia content. 
TVATER CONTEXT OF TEXAS COTTOSSEED >TEAL. 
Table No. 24 shows the distribution of the water content of Texas 
coktonsecd meals as compiled from our analyses for three Fears. The 
total number tabnlatecl is 1107. Of these, 10, or 0.9 per cent., coiltain 
less than 5 per cent. water, and the same nmiber contain OT-er 10 per 
cent. water. Tlie group 7 to 8 per cent. ~ ~ ~ a t e r  contains the largest 
number of samples. About tv-0-thircls of the samples contain G to 8 
per cent. water. 
TABLE 24--DISTRIBUTION OF WATER CONTENT OF TEXAS COTTONSEED MEAL. 
Totals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3281 4181 2191 1 1 0  1107 
Percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : /  O1;l 6721 2 9 . 6  3 7 8  19.8 0.9 
I;STII\TATTON OF HULLS InT COTTONSEED IfEST,. 
Over I 
10 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
-4 111ethod for the estimation of hulls in cottonseecl meal may be 
based upon the use of a solvent which has little effect upon cotton- 
seed hulls, but has a great effect; upon cottonseecl meal. A method 
ba~ecl upon this principle v7as described in Bulletin No. 109 of the 
Texas Experiment St a t' ion. 
Since the hulls are rich in crudc fiber, whilc the meal contains 
only a $mall percentage, the quantity of hulls may also be calculatecl 
I approximately from the quantitp of fiber present in the meal. 
method based on tliis fact mras described by the w~.iter in Bulletin No. 
166, May. 1914, of the Texas Experiment Station. I n  the calcnla- 
tions, 5 per cent. crude fiber was assumed to be present in the pure 
kernel residue, ~ n c l  4.3 per cent. crude fiber in the hnlls. The figure 
used for the fiber in the kernel residue is too high. 
A method has been published by P. S. Tilson in a paper read be- 
fore t h ~  National Oil Jfill Superintendents' Llssociation, July, 1915. 
This method is based upon the crude fiber, the calculations being made 
upon the basis of water and oil-free substance in meal, meats, mid in 
hulls. The figures u ~ e d  are the averape of his analyses of sisteen sam- 
July 1,1915 to Dec. 31, 1915.. . . .  
Jan. 1, 1915 to July 1, 1915 . . . . . . .  
Jan 1 1914 to July 1 1914 
5 to 6 
pp 
17 
14 
6 
Less 
than 
5 
2 
1 
0 
6 to 7 
- 
73 
56 
16 
~ u l y  1: 1914 to Jan. 1: 1915::: : : : : 
July 1, 1913 to Jan. 1, 1914.. . . . . .  
Jan., 1913 to July, 1913.. . . . . . . . .  
76 
38 
60 
3 18 
7 1 11 
7 to 8 
- 
96 
68 
46 
78 
57 
73 
8 to 9 
55 
39 
47 
9 to 10 
---- 
12 
5 
13 
27 
28 
2.3 
4 
7 
8 
~O~J:POSITI@N O F  COTTOKSEED MEAL AND COTTON SEED. -45 
ples of cottonseer1 hulls and sixteen samples of cottonseed meal prepared 
frorrl reginnecl cotton seed, as used by the cottonseed oil mills in the man- 
nf;rcture of cottonseed meal. His maximum, minimum, and average per- 
centages of crnde fiber contained in the oil and water-free meats and 
hulls are sho.ri-n in Table 10. 25, the average (corrected) for crude fiber 
in oil and water-free hnlls being 54.61 per cent. 
TABLE 25.-PERCENTAGE OF CRUDE FIBER I N  OIL AND WATER FREE MEAL AND 
HULL. 1 Hull I Meal 
Maximum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  59.33 2.69 
Minimum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  51.97 2.23 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a g e . .  4 . 6  2.46 
The method is clescribed as follom7s: 
"Determine the moisture, oil, ancl crude fiber contents of the cot- 
tonseed cake or meal sample by the usual methods. Next calculate 
the factors 54.39 and 2.46 to the basis of the moisture and oil con- 
tents of the sample analyzed. Then by algebraic equations the total 
anonnt of !~ulls in the salnple of cottonseed cake or meal is obtained. 
"Suppose the cottonseed cake or meal anaij-zecl as follows: 
Jloisture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .8.93% 
Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '7.09% 
Crucle Fiber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.00% 
100- (8.93 +?'.09) =83.98%. 
54.39183.98=45.68 70. 
2.4 C;sS3.98--2.0?'?fi. 
I,et S = ainolult of l~ulls in sample. 
Let IT =  mount of hull-free meal in $ample. 
Then S +P= 1 00. 
45.68s+L?.07~7=.(3.0~' 100. 
45.6SS4- 2 .07Y-900 .  
fZ.07S+2.07Y-207. 
43.61S2693. 
S=15.89%. Total 11~111s in sample. 
"XOTE.-Since this method is basecl on tlle crude fiber content of 
pure cottonseed hnlls ancl hull-free meal obtained from the ayerage 
reginned seecl, i t  is e~iclent that the method ~ o u l i l  not be. as correctlp 
spplicahle to cottonseed cake ancl meal made from cottonseccl ~r l i ic l~ 
bare not heen previously reginned." 
7 'hi~ inethocl may he reduced to the follo~ring formula : 
S = Perc~ntage of hulls in meal or calw. 
17' = Percentage of water in meal. 
0 == Percentage of oil in meal. 
F = Perc~ntage of crude fiber in meal. 
1003-2.46 (100-ITT-0) X = 
.3439 (100-'AT-0) w.0246 (100-ITT-0) 
10OF'-2.46 (100-IT-0) x = 
.5193 (100-w-0). 
The hulls secured hy this method of calculation would contain the 
same percentage of oil as the meal. The excess of oil over that 
naturally in the hulls really belongs to the meal; so that the calcu- 
lated results are to this extent too high. If  the hulls are assumed 
to contain 0.7 per cent. ether extract (oil), the calculated percentage 
of hulls is to high by W-0.7 per cent. of the amount of hulls present. 
Cottonseed hulls may be regarded as being composed of tm-o things, 
,naniely, lint, which is the cotton fiber on the outer portion of the 
hull, and h~tll-bran,, which is the name given to the hard ~voodp por- 
tion of the hull by manufacturers of cottonseed oil. Some analyses of 
these constituents of the hull are shown in Tables Nos. 26 ancl 27'. I t  
will be notecl that the lint is very high in crude fiber, averaging nearly 
84 per cent. The hull-bran or husk contains a much smaller quantity 
of crude fiher, averaging 41.3 per cent. This hull-bran mas prepared 
by delinting with acid, though one analysis of hull prepared mechani- 
cally is also given. 
TABLE 26rCOMPOSITION OF DELINTED HULL. 
Nitrogen 
Lab. 1 1 Protein Fa t  1 Crude 1 Free W e  Ash 
No. Fiber Extract 
---/---- 
10499 
10500 
10501 
10502 
10503 
10504 
TABLE 27.-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF MIDDLING COTTON. 
Delinted by acid. . . . . . . . . . .  
Delinted by acid. . . . . . . . . . .  
Delinted by acid..  . . . . . . . . .  
Delinted by acid. . . . . . . . . . .  
Delinted by acid. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  De!inted by acid. 
7988 
Nitrogen 
Protein Ether Crude 1 Free 1 Water 1 Ash 
Extract Fiber Extract 
--- /-I____'____ 
Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.52 .571 41 28 41 40 2.48 
Bare hulls (fiber pulled 0,. 1 3 . 3 3  9 1 3 8 3 6  43:80 1 2.95 
The composition of cottonseed hulls mill therefore depend upon 
the relative quantities of lint and hull-bran prewnt. The manufac- 
turer keeps down the quantity of lint going into the meal as m u c l ~  as 
possible, and tries to regulate the composition of the meal wit11 the 
hull-bran. T l~ i s  bc-ing the case, the cottonseed hulls that go into the 
cottonseed m ~ a l  shoultl contain a smrller proportion of lint ancl thus 
a smaller percentage of crude fiber than the hulls cut from the seed 
by hand. The cottonseed hulls manufactured likewise carry a larger 
proportion of lint and consequently a hjgher percentage of crude fiher 
than the hulls cut f r ~ m  the reginned seed by hand. 
COMPOSITION OF ~ O T T O N S E E D  MEAL AND COTTON SEED . 47 
TABLE 28-COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED HULLS . 
....... 6013 Animal Husbandary Dept  . College 
6979 Central Texas Cotton Oil Co Temple 6729 
6980 Central Texas Cotton Oil ~ o " ~ e m p l e :  6730 
....... 6981 Farmers Gin and Milling ~d. ' .  6761 
. . . . .  6982 Brazos Valley care Co . Waco 6762 
. . . . .  6983 Lagrange Cotton Oil d o  .... .I. . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7701 Prof . J . C . Burns 
. . . . . . . . . . .  7982 Feeding and Breeding Station 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8031 Agronomy Department 
8033 Agronomy Department, see 8032 . . . . . . . . .  
8035 Agronomy Department, see 8034 . . . . . . . . .  
8039 Agronomy Department, see 8038 . . . . . . . . .  
8041 Agronomy Department see 8040 
8043 Agronomy Department: see 8042: : : : : : : : : 
. . . . . . . . .  8045 Agronomy Department, see 8044 
8049 Agronomy Department, see 8048 . . . . . . . . .  
8051 Agronomy Department see 8050 . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  8053 Agronomy Department: see 8052 
8055 Agronomy Department, see 8054 . . . . . . . . .  
8057 Agronomy Department, see 8056 . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  8059 Agronomy Department. see 8058 
8061 Agronomy Department, see 8060 . . . . . . . . .  
8063 Agronomy Department. see 8062 . . . . . . . . .  
8065 Agronomy Department, see 8064 . . . . . . . . .  
8067 Agronomy Department, see 8066 . . . . . . . . .  
8069 Agronomy Department. see 8068 . . . . . . . . .  
8071 Agronomy Department. see 8070 . . . . . . . . .  
8073 Agronomy Department, see 8072 . . . . . . . . .  
8075 Agronomy Department. see 8074 . . . . . . . . .  
8077 Agronomy Department. see 8076 . . . . . . . . .  
8079 Agronomy Department, see 8078 . . . . . . . . .  
8081 Agronomy Department, see 8080 . . . . . . . . .  
8082 Agronomy Department. see 8082 . . . . . . . . .  
8085'Agronomy Department, see 8084 . . . . . . . . .  
8087 Agronomy Department, see 8086 . . . . . . . . .  
. 8089 Agronomy Department, see 8088 . . . . . . . . .  
8091 Agronomy Department. see 8090 . . . . . . . . .  
8093 Agronomy Department, see 8092 . . . . . . . . .  
8095 Agronomy Department, see 8094 . . . . . . . . .  
8097 Agronomy Department, see 8096 . . . . . . . . .  
8099 Agronomy Department, see 8098 . . . . . . . . .  
8101 Agronomy Department, see 8100 . . . . . . . . .  
9534 Feed~ns! S ta t~on  . Coleman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
95831~eeding and Breeding Station. see 9545 . . ( 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  9635 J M Jones Coleman Texas 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9726 9 6 8 8 ' ~  E 65. ~ a m p l d  1 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9727 9689 D E 65. Sample 2 , 
. . . . . . . . . . .  9948 Feeding and Breeding Statlon 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10990 Bryan Cotton Oil Co 
Table No . 28 contains hull analyses . These hulls were mostly cut . 
by hand from seed not reginned, and so contain an excess of lint, and 
thus an excess of fiber . 
TABLE  AVERAGE ~i)kk~0~15i'E+LON F COTTONSEED KERNEL AND HULL. 
I 1 Protein Fat  1 Crude Per Cent Kernel 
in Seed 
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
58.0 
Nitrogen 
Free 1 Water 
Extract 
58.1 
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  
Crude 
F ~ b e r  on 
4% water 
and Fat  
Basis 
3.04 
3.13 
2.36 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  
Crude 
Fiber on 
water and 
Ash 1 Fat  F ~ e e  
Basls 
I 
15.09 
14.85 
16.47 
... 
16.92 43 : 72 
41.09 
47.39 
4.40 
4.39 
4.66 
.... 
4:26 
4.83 
Fiber 
7.13 
6.43 
5.50 ii:..i........ 
5.50 
5.50 
3.54 
3.64 
2.75 
2.46 
i.: s4 . . . . .  
47.78 
55.10 
33.00 
33.43 
36.51 
' 
37.50 
38.26 
38.71 
34.99 
. . .  
38:54 
33.38 
Texas seed, 1913, Kernels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Texas seed 1914 Kernles . . . . . . . . .  . /  g8 
Various seid ~ i b l e  23) 1914-'1'5,'~ernels. .  46 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
, I - -  
2.12 
2.19 
1.87 3.;i:i4........ 
1.81 
1.87 
Cottonseed Hulls, Texas, Bull, 166. . . . . . . . .  24 
Varjous seed, 1914-15 (Committee Table 23) 46 
Var~ous Hulls Texas) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Average of Thson Kernels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Texas and other seed (committee Table 23). . 
Eastern seed (Committee Table 23). . . . . . . .  
*Assumed. 
54.39 
4.11 1.46 
3.12 0.54 
4.08 0.69 
45.27 37.09 
43.69 42.15 
49.20 32.93 
16 
14 
3'2 
Assumed X u l a v e r a g e o ~ T i l s o n ~  verage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 :: 
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9.51 2.56 
8.00 2.50 
10.26 2.84 
.... i : i . . 6 7  g8:i. 45100 " *  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,I 2.6 
Table S o .  'I9 co~ltains the arerage composition of a number of earn- 
ples of 11ulls ancl kernels, ancl also the crude fiber content calculated 
to an oil-and-11-ater-free basis. -According to these figures, the aver- 
age percentage of crude filler in  water- ancl oil-free cottonseecl lrernels 
~vo~ilcl be about 3.5 per cent. For oil- and water-free cottonseed liulls, 
it ~ ~ o u l c l  he l~bont 49 per cent. 'I'he~e figures are sonie~vl~at different 
froin those ~ecurecl 13. Mr. Tilson. Thep represent, however, a larger 
number of ~ a n ~ p l e s  anc1 the analyscs were macle in different labora- 
to1 . j~~ .  The figures u5ed by T j l ~ o n  are too low for the crncle fiber in  
the kelsrrel residue ~ n c l  too hig1i for  the crude fiher in  the hulls. These 
differences ccmpenralc for one anntller to some extent, but i n  gen- 
erfil would cause the r e ~ u l t s  to he too high for nieals l o ~ ~ r  in crude 
fil~er. 2nd too low for those hiqh i n  cr11c1e fiher. I f  nrc substitute the 
a h o ~ e  ~a lncs ,  the formula mould beccme: 
TT'ith 9 per ccnt. prncl~  fiber, we ~voulcl 1;ar-e 15.6 ller ccnt. hulls. 
These fiquref: are still not c~rrectecl f o r  the estrn oil contcnt of the 
hulls. 
By the usp of the hnalyses: i n  Table No. 23: we may calculate the 
percentage of hulls i n  the cake frcm the composition of tlle seecl from 
~v11ic11 it T T ~ S  made, a d  compare the results wit11 the results of meth- 
ocls basecl upon the crude fiher content of -the meal. Of course, the 
nletl~ocl of calculating the 111111 content of tile meal from the seed is 
not strictly accurate, ancl this fact must be borne in  inincl. 
C-\T,CI:L-\TIOX O F  ItULTAS FRO3l: C O 3 f P O S I T I O N  O F  CARE AND SEED. 
The re~nl ts  of t l ~ e ~ e  calculations are contained i n  'L'able No. 30. 
The quantity of meal of the composition found, that  coulcl be securecl 
f r ~ m  the lternelr; of the composition ,ail-en, was calculatecl by the 
formula : 
TT'he1.c S = pounds of the meal per 3000 pouncls Iternels. 
A = percentage of protein in  Iternels. 
E = percentaqe of protein i n  crude meal. 
The quantity of pure meal that  could be securecl from liernels of 
the composition given was cnlculatecl by the formula : 
nThere Y := po~~ncls of pure meal or 1;ernel residue from 1000 ponnds 
kernels. ' 
RT = rider in  lternels. 
F == fa t  in lrernels. 
$1 = ~vater  in  crude meal or cake. 
0 .= fat  in crucle meal or calre. 
Tn this formula, correction is made both for water and fat. 
By subtracting the weight of the pure meal from the weight of 
the crude meal, we secure the weight of hulls. Thc weight of hulls 
divided by the weight of crude meal gives the percentage of hulls cal- 
culated from the composition of the seed. The results are in Table 
No. 29. 
The percentage of hulls calculated by Tilson's formula are given 
in another column of the table. The results are usually low. This ie 
to be expected, as the crude fiber content of the hulls used is high. 
On an average, the quantity of hulls found by the Tilson formula is 
21.4, and that calculated from the composition of seed and meal is. 
23.2, a difference of 1.8 per cent. of the total, or nearly 9 per cent. 
of the hulls present. 
TABLE 30.-QUANTITY OF PRODUCTS AND HULL CONTENT OF MEALS LISTED 
IN TABLE 23. 
Crude Pure Per Hull by Hull by 
Laboratory Number 1 Meal 1 Meal 1 Hull Cent I Factor 1 Tilion Modified 
Pounds Pounds Pounds Hulls Formula Formula 
Average. . 
Table No. 30 contains the percentage of hulls calculated by the 
modified Tilson formulz, based upon 3.5 per cent. crude fiber in the 
oil- and water-free kernels, and 49.0 per cent. crude fiber in  the hulls. 
I n  33 of the cases, the results given by this formula are closer to 
the results calculated from the seed than arc the results by the orig- 
inal Tilson formula; in 9 cases, the Tilson formula is closer, and in 
4 cases the results of the two formulas are the same. The average 
of the results by the modified formula is 22.2, which is closer to the 
results secured from the analysis of the seed than the Tilson formula. 
FACTORS FOR CALCULATION. 
Table No. 30 also contains factors calculated by the formula: 
Where S = the factor. 
F = the crude fiber content of the meal. 
H = the hull content of the meal, calculated from the seed. 
Reversing the formnla, we may calculate the hulls from the crude 
fiber : 
H=S (F-3) 
The factors found vary from 2.0 to 3.9, with an average of 2.6. 
The factor 3.9 is entirely too high, the probable reason being that the 
seed and the meal are not really related. 
The forniula given above is derived from the following: 
Where Q = the crude fiber content of kernels on 14 per cent. water 
and fat basis. 
C 21 fiber content of hulls on 14 per cent. water and fat basis. 
1 S = -  C-3 
Where S is the factor. 
Then the crude fiber of the hulls on an approximate 14 per cent. 
water and fat basis would be 
The average crude fiber content of the hulls in these cottonseed 
1 
---+ 3 = 38.4+3 = 41.4 per cent. on the basis hulls would thus be 3.6 
of the average water and fat content of these meals, which would be 
about 15 per cent. This is lower than the average-crude fiber content 
of the hulls shown in Tables Nos. 28 and 29. As pointed out before, 
tlie llulls i n  the meal or cake n.ould contain less crude filler than the ,  
commercial hulls, at: they carry less lint. 
Reference to Table No. 30 will sliow a deciclecl rariation in the 
factor. On :iccount of the variation of the proportion of Ilull-bran 
to l int  in clifl~rent samples, the quantity of 11~11s calculatecl from the 
critde fiber present is more or less approxilnate, though suflicientl? 
close for many purposes. For ordinary purposes,  re suggest tlle use 
of the following formula for calculating the hulls from tlle crudc fiber 
content : 
13. = (F-3) 2.46 
TVhere H is the percentage of llulls, and F is tlie crucle filler content 
of tlie meal. TYhen the fa t  and water combined vary far from 14 per 
cent., or when more careful calculations are desirecl, the formula given 
on page 49 should be used. 
CALCULATING THE EXCESS OF HULLS IhT TES.IS C'OT'I'OSSEED ALEAIL -\?TI) 
H'CTLLS. 
Cottonseecl meal sold i n  Texas must contain not less than 41 per 
cent. protein and not less than 51 per cent. protein ancl fat  coml)ined. 
A material containing less protein or less protein ancl fat  contains 
an excess of hulls, ancl the quantity of escess hulls must he statecl 
on the tag. The calculation of thc excess l~ul ls  is lmsed upon the 
p~wtein, or protein and fat ,  ancl is the quc?ntity of hulls that mnst he 
removed in  orde~. to bring the nlaterial 1111 to staildard qliality. 
Tf  the material contajns 7' per cent. or more of fat  anil less than 
44 per cent. protein, then the escess 111111s is the quantity that must 
he removed to bring the protein up to 44 ljcr cent., allou-ing 3 per 
cent protein to be in  the hulls. 
The excess h ~ ~ l l s  may be calculatecl 1 ) ~  su1)tracting the protein from 
44 and dividing the result by 41. 
44---P, nrhere P - the protein in the nleal and liul!s. H = -  
41 H = the hulls. 
I f  the material contains less than 7' per ccnt. fat, i t  must contain 
sufficient protein -lo rnalie the total of prctcin aiid fat  51 per cent., 
in  order to l)e termed cottonseed meal. 7'he removal of ]lulls r i l l ,  
however, increase the fa t  in  proportion to the quantity remo~eil. If 
the  calculations are made on the basis given above, tlic quantities of 
fa t  that  will he raisecl to 7 per cent. fat  are giren in  Table No. 31. 
TABLE 31.-RELATION OF PROTEIN TO FAT AND HULL CONTENT OF TEXAS MEAL 
Protein Per Cent 
Correspondinq 
Per Cent Hulls 
excess 
- 
Fa t  will be 
Ralsed to  7 7 ,  
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If  the fa t  associated wit11 the protein is equal or more than that  
in  the tahle, tlie excess hulls is calculated by the formula: 
If the fat  associated ~ v i t h  the protein is less than that  given, then the 
excess ]lulls is calculatecl by the fornlula : 
TThere H is the excess of hulls. 
R = the f a t  from Table No. 31 corresponding to the protein 
in tlle meal ancl hulls. 
P = tlie protein i n  the meal and hulls. 
P = tlie fa!, content of the meal and hulls. 
C01\ZPOST7'TON O F  COTTON SEED. 
7'11e conz~~osition of the cotton seed affects the yielcl of oil, lint, 
meal, ancl hulls secnrecl from it. The quantity of lint clepeads, t o  
sane extent, upon the  methocl of ginning, although some ~a r i e t i e s  of 
seed. retain much less lint than others. Thc important constitneat of the 
seccl is the oil; the more oil it contains, the more valuable i-f; is to the 
miller. There is often greater cornpetition between the mills in  pur- 
chasing seed in  localities whose seed is rich i n  oil . than there i,q in 
localities producing poor seed; and the price paid for the better seed 
may be 11iglier than that  paid for poor seecl. 9 difference of 1 per 
cent. oil represents 2.7 gallons of ~ i l  per ton, whicll a t  40 cents per 
gallon ~rolilcl be $1.08 per ton. Seed may, ho~\-ever, w r y  much more 
tllall 1 per cent. in  oil content, as may be seen from the analyses 
given. This matter ~vi l l  be cliscussecl furtlier on a subsequent page. 
C-ILCGLzU'ING TEIE YIELDS F R O M  TITE ANdLYSTS OF THE SEED. 
Althougl~, as statecl elsen-here, there is a relation between the com- 
position of the seed ancl the composition of the meal produced from 
it, J-et on acco~~n t  of the stanclardization of cottonseecl meal, the corn- . 
p0.2ition of the seed is usually looked a t  from tlle standpoint of the  
numher of gallons of oil and the numl~er  of pounds of meal of a cer- 
tain grade tliat can be procluced from it. Thus, in  Georgia, the miller 
w11o is hy ing  to make meal containing 74 per cent. anullonia takes 
out a larger clnantity of hulls when the seed is  low i n  amnlonia and 
perinits a larger quantity of hulls tn go in when the seecl is high i n  
ammonia. Thus, the composition of the seed r e~u la t e s  as nearly as 
possible the quantity of meal made. The quality of the product is 
regulateel by the quantity of meal produced, the machinery being ad- 
justed to produce the quantity desired, accorcling to the character of 
the e e d ,  ancl is controlleel by a chemical analysis of the product and 
also of the ~c-crl. Tn the larger. mills these analyses are made daily. 
T t  liac hecn statccl that, if proper care is exercised i n  the laboratory, 
the test of seed should represent at  the outside within one gallon of 
what the yield of oil ehould be and within 50 pounds of the yield of 
meal. 
9 method used in calculating the results is given in the September, 
1914, issue of The Oil Miller, by Mr. F. B. Porter, President of the 
Fort Worth Laboratories, as follows: 
"In reporting analysis of seed, it is cu~tomary to report the results 
on the basis of clean seed with lint still on;  i. e.-the per cent. of 
- 
hulls also includes the linters. The following ' formulae have been 
derived, assuming that hulls as made in the mill contain .3 per cent. 
ammonia, a ~ d  that hulls naturally contain .2 per cent. of gasoline 
soluble extractives. For the sake of those persons interested in fol- 
lowing the derivation of the formulae, the original form of each for- 
mula is given. The original form is followed by the simplified form 
where necessary, which can be used by anyone knowing addition, mul- 
tiplication, and subtraction : 
a = per cent. of meats in  seed. 
b = per cent. of oil i n  meats. 
c = per cent. of hulls i n  seed. 
d = pounds of lint cut per ton of seed. 
. 
e = 1 minus average per cent. of oil in cake. 
f = weight of hulls per ton of seed. 
g = weight of cake per ton of seed. 
h = per cent. of ammonia in  seed. 
i = weight of hulls in cake per ton of seed. 
j = 1 minus average per cent. of oil in  hulls as made. 
k = per cent. of ammonia desired in cake. 
1 = weight of oil per ton of seed. 
m = average per cent. of oil in cake. 
n = average per cent. of oil in  hulls ae made, less 0.2 per cent. 
20OOh-(2000~-d) .003 
I. Weight of cake per ton of seed. .. g = k 
2000h-6c+.003d 
....................... Simplified .g = k 
2OOOa-2OOOab IT. Weight of hulls in cake per ton of seed. i = g- 
e 
Simplified . . .  
Weight of hulls 
................... .i = ge-2000r,+2000ab 
2000~-i-d per ton of seed. . . . . . . . . . . .  .f = j+.002 
. . . . . . . . .  Weight of oil per ton of seed. .l = 2000ab-mg-nf 
g+d+f+l = 2000 
I n  ease the ammonia is given as a certain per cent. of the meats, 
instead of ae a per cent. of the seed, the formula for g (weight of 
cake per ton of seed) becomes: 
where p is the per cent. of ammonia in meats. 
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"In the above calculations no account has been taken of the gain 
or loss in cooking. Dnring a season like last season with excessive 
moisture in seed, there is undoubtedly a loss of weight during cook- 
ing. When the seed is dry and considerable water is added, there is 
probably a goin. This factor is not capable of exact expression, and 
is therefore t h rom in with the so-called iovisible losses of the mill. 
"The invisible loss of a mill is made up of the loss in operation, 
loss due to dirt and motes, and loss or gain due to cooking. I n  order 
to obtain what weight of products the seed will actually give, taking 
into consideration the invisible loss, it is necessary to multiply the 
weights of products obtained in the above calculations by (2000-0-d) 
divided by (2000-d) ." 0 -- average invisible loss. 
The loss in moisture content could be allowed for by basing 'the 
calculations upon the oil- and moisture-free substance or by calculat- 
ing the oil arid moisture content by a method similar to  that of Tilson, 
page 45, used in calculating the percentage of hulls i n  cottonseed meal 
from the crude fiber. A method of this kind is used on page 49. 
The above method is not exactly followed by all commercial chem- 
ists. the difference being in the amount of ammonia and oil assumed 
to be in the hulls. The analysis of the seed for oil is based almost 
entirely upon the analysis of the kernels. The ammonia is sometimes 
determined in the kernels, but usua1l.y i n  the entire seed. I n  either 
case, an assumed value for the hulls is used in calculating the results. 
The method of calculating the quantity of hulls described above is 
not exactly correct, since they are assumed to contain the same quan- 
tity of oil as the meal, whereas the hulls contain much less. This ex- 
cess of oil really belongs with the kernel residue. Correction can be 
made by multiplying the weight of hulls by the per cent. of oil in 
the meal and by subtracting the result from the quantity of hulls 
found by the first calculation. There is also no allowance for the pro- 
tein content of the hulls. With a protein content of 3 per cent., 200 
pounds of hulls per 1000 pounds meal would represent 0.6 per cent. 
excess protein. On s basis of 40 per cent. protein, this would r e p  
resent 1.5 pounds more meal per 1000 pounds. This quantity is within 
the limits of manufacturing possibility; so that the error is not great. 
The oil in the hulls: and the protein in the hulls are errors that bal- 
ance one another as a rule in manufacturing. 
EFFECT O F  CONDITIONS ON COMPOSITION OF SEED. 
A number of seed analyses are giren by Garner, Allard, and Foubert 
in the Jo~x rn~ l  of Agricultural Research, 1914, page 228. According to 
the work reported by them, cited below, the oil content of cottonseed 
may be affected by the degree of maturity of the seed, the v~riety, 
and the soil and fertilizer used. 
Mature and Tmmnture Seed.-Table No. 32 shows the difference 
between the oil content of mature and immature seed selected in  South 
Carolina. The average difference in favor of the mature seed is 2 
per cent. oil, or 5.7 ga!lons per ton of seed. 
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4BLE 32.-OIL OF MATURE AND IMMATURE SEED, GARNER, ET AL. 
,'?oil and Pertilise~.-Table No. 33 shows the difference between the 
oil content as affected by soil and fertilizer. There is practically no 
cligerence in the oil content of kernels g r o ~ ~ i i  011 two varieties of 
Georgia soil, though there is 2 slnall difference in tllc percentages of 
kernels. 
TABLE 33.-SOIL AND FERTILIZER AFFECTING COTTONSEED. GARNER, ET AL. 
Per Cent 
011 In Seed 
20.9 
18.8 
21.4 
' 20.4 
23.3 
20.9 
F2.9 
22.4 
Immature Seed 
Toole.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Trice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
McCall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mature Seed 
Toole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Trice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
McCall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
--- 
Per Cent 
Meats 
55.4 
54.4 
59.6 
56.5 
61.2 
57.6 
60.7 
59.8 
Red Georgia Soil-1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Per Cent 
Meats 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Gray Georgia Soil-1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
No Fertilizer.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Per Cent 
Oil ln Meats 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Complete Fertilizer-9-3-2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9-6-2.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9-34. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9-64.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9-3-6.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9-6-6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
15-6-3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
15-3-4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
15-64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Per Cent 
Oil in Seed 
The fertilizer caused a decicled increase in  the oil content of the 
kernels, the average increase being 2.91 per cent. of the seed of '7.7 
gallons of oil per ton of ~ e e d .  The  seecl grown on the poor South 
Carolina soil is very low in  oil for tha t  locality. 
TABLE 34.-VARIETY OF SEED-AVERAGE 1909-1910-1911. GARNER, ET AL. 
Northern Georgia. 
King . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Runnell 
Shine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Toole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dixle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hawkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average 
South Carolina Central Plain. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  King. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Runnell 
Shine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Toole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dixie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hawkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average. 
Pe r  Cent 
Meats  
Locality.--'Fable No. 33 and also Tahle No. 34 s l l o ~ ~  some effects of 
locality on tllc coniposition of the seed. The seed grown i n  Northern 
Georgia are poorer i11 oil than tliose grown in  the South Carolina 
cofistal plain: presumably with fertilizer, the differcnce being 1.17 per 
cent., or 34 gallons of oil per ton. 
TTariet,ies.--Table No. 34 shows some effect of varieties upon the 
cornposition of the seed, ihongh the locality irpproximatelv has a greater 
effect. Takle No. 35 fro111 ('(. R. TTTi!liain's A u g ~ ~ s t ,  1906, Bulletin of 
the North Carolina Roarcl of Agriculture, shows great rariations clue 
to rarieties. The scecl Tve1.e all grown on the Eclgecombe North Caro- 
lina test farm. 
TABLE 35.-COMPOSITION OF NORTH CAROLINA COTTONSEED (WILLIAMS, 1904). 
Per  Cent 
Oil in Meats  
Pe r  Cent 
Oil in Seed 
EASTERN' -4ND WESTERN SEED. 
Seeds from the Eastern States contain niore oil aiicl .less protein 
than those from the Western States. Table No. 36 contains average 
anwlyses as reporteil 11;y ssevclal commercial chemists. IZ difference of 
nearly 3 per cent. oil, or 8 gallons per ton of seed, i3 shown hetween 
average seed analyzer1 in Atlanta and in  Fort  Worth or Houston. The 
fipires piren are the averages for the seasons inclicated. 
Pe r  Cent  
Nitrogen 
in  Mea t  
4.86 
4.64 
5.06 
5.76 
4.37 
- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average of 25 varieties.. 
Maximum in oil (Peterkin). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Minimum in oil (F:xcelsior Ralifrc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Maximum in Nitrogen (Toole). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Minimum in Nitrogen (Hodge). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Per  Cent Per  Cent  
a t  1 in  Mea t  
57.40 39.66 
56.73 42.02 
54.94 37.26 
61.35 
56.10 
39.84 
41.90 
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TABLE 36.-ANALYSIS OF SEED BY COMMERCIAL CHEMISTS. 
COMPOSITION OF PURE KERNEL RESIDUE. 
Picard-Law Atlanta Ga 1912-13 
picard-~aw' Atlanta' ~ a "  1913-14 
picard-~aw' Atlanta' ~ a "  1914-15 
Houston ~abora tor~ , '~o$s ton ,  Tex. 
1914-15 .................... 
Houston Laboratory, Houston, Tex. 
CU 1915-16.. .................. 
Fort Worth Laboratory Fort 
Worth, Tex., 1913-14.'. ............ 
Fort Worth Laborato Fort 
Worth Tex 1914-17' 
Fort worth iAboratory,. 'FA; ' 
Worth, Tex., 1915-16. ....... 
Table No. 45 shows the average composition of the pure kernel resi- 
due, free from hulls, that would be secured if the water and fat con- 
tent should be reduced to 15 per cent. 
On an average there is 5 per cent. difference in the protein con-. 
tent of the residue of Eastern and Western seed. 
COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTON SEED. 
- 
r"U 
C C  
...... 10 44 19 90 43 9 53 1 3 38 54 8 856 
...... 10'37 20'40 45'2 5414 3145 5510 874 
...... ...... ...... 10 : 00 20: 20 44 : 7 3.49 884 
A studv of the composition of Texas cotton seed was made for two 
years, the samples used being from varieties grown in the various snb- 
stations, and kindly furnished by Mr. H. Jobson, Assistant Agron- 
omist. The objects of the study were to ascertain the relation of 
variety, ancl soil or season conditions to the composition of the seed, 
as well as to eecurc information as to Texas seed. 
The seed vere ginned in a hand gin. In Eome cases, this left more ' 
l int upon the seed than the ordinary ginning process. For this rea- 
son, in the second year of the experiment, me devised and used a 
method for lint on the seed, which is de~eribed on another page. The 
.excess of lint mould, of course, affect the relative proportion of hull 
to meats. 
Table No. 37 shows the colnposition of the cottonseed kernels for 
the two years, arranged b~ localities. 
10.23 
9.08 
9.48 
10.05 
17.29 
18.04 
16.71 
16.91 
18.12 
i 
35.2 
38.1 
...... 
...... 
...... 
46.2 
...... 
44.6 
45.1 
48.3 
4.24 
4.12 
...... 
4.24 
...... 
53.8 
53.3 
53.9 
55.8 
54.2 
...... 
...... 
............ 
894 
............ 
970 
............ 
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TABLE 37.-COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS ARRANGED BY LOCATION. 
8088 
8092 
8094 
8104 Rowden .............. 
.............. 8106lHalf and fiili. 
From College Station, 1913. 
............ Unknown, L. S. 
8 0 9 0 I ~ n e  Star .................. 
Mebane Triumph. .......... 
Black Rattler.. ............. 
8096 
8098 
8100 
8102 
Hendricks.. ................ 
Bank Account.. ............ 
........ Cleveland B?g Boll.. 
Mortgage L~fter  ............ 
/ Average ............... 
9316 
9317 
9318 
9319 
9320 
9321 
9322 
9323 
9324 
9325 
Average. .............. 
From College Station, 1914. 
Bank Account. ............. 
............. Half and Half. 
........ Cleveland Big Boll.. 
Mortgage Lifter. ........... 
Lone Star.. ................ 
Black Rattler.. ............. 
Mebane .................... 
Crowder.. ................. 
Hendricks.. .......-......... 
Rowden. .................. 
1 Average .............. 
8145 
8146 
8147 
8148 
8149 
8150 
8151 
8152 
8153 
8154 
8155 
From Lubbock, 1913. 
Lone Star, No. 11. .......... 
Crowder No 16.. .......... 
... ~ o r t ~ a g e  ~ i i t e r ,  No. 152. 
.... Half and Half No. 443.. 
.... Bank ~ c c o u n c  No. 130.. 
Rowden No 77 
Bank A E c ~ u ~ ~  N;' i30' ' : : : : 
... Black Rattler '~0. '348.* : .  
. . .  Mortgage ~if ;er ,  No. 152. 
Cleveland Blg Boll, NO. 485.. 
. Mehane Triumph, No. 128.. 
/ Average.. : ............ 
9782 
9783 
9784 
9785 
97861Half 
9788 
9789 
9790 
9791 
From Lubbock, 1914. 
Bank Account.. ............ 
Black Rattler.. ............. 
......... Cleveland Big Boll. 
Crowder.. ................. 
and Half. ............. 
9787IHendricks.. ................ 
Lone Star.. ................ 
Mebane Triumph. .......... 
Mortgage Lifter. ........... 
Rowden.. ................. 
! Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I From Pecos, 1913. 
8138 
8139 
8140 
8141 
8142 
8143 
8144 
......... Cleveland Big Boll. 
... Mebane Triumph.. .... ,. 
Lone Star.. ................ 
Black Rattler.. ............ 
Rowden.. ................. 
Crowder. .................. 
Half and Half. ............. 
TABLE 37.-COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS ARRANGED B Y  LOCATION 
-Continued. 
From Pecos, 
9361 Rowden.. . . . . . . .  
9362 Hendricks.. . . . . . .  
9363 Half and Half. ... 
9365 Lone Star.. ...... 
9366 Mebane.. ........ 
... 9367 Black Rattler.. 
9368 C!eveland Big Boll 
9369 Mortgage Lifter. . 
. . .  9370 Bank Account. 
/ Average. . . . .  
From Beeville, 1914. 
9398 Bank Account. ............. 
9399 Black Rattler.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9400 Cleveland Big Boll. . . . . . . . . .  
9401 Crowder.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9402 Half and Half. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9403 Hendricks.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9404 Lone Star. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9405Mebane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9406 Mortgage Lifter. . . . . . . . . . . .  
9407 Rowden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
From Nacogdoches Station, 
1913. 
8050 Cro~vder, No. 16. . . . . . . . . . . .  
8052 Mebane Triumph, No. 12. . . .  
8054 Rowden, No. 77. . . . . . . . . . . .  
8056 Lone Star No 11 
8058 Black ~ a < t l e r , ' ~ o :  '348.': .' : : : 
8060 Bank Account, No. 130. . . . . .  
8062 Cleveland Big Boll, No. 485. . 
8080 Half and Half, No. 443. . . . . .  
8082 Mortgage Llfter, No. 152. . . .  
I Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
From Nacogdoches, 
9443 348-Black Rattler.. . 
9444 130-Bank Account. . 
9445 485-Cleveland. . . . . .  
9446 16-Crowder. . . . . . .  
9447 443-Half and Half. . 
9448 70-Hendrlcks.. . . . .  
9449 11-Lone Star. . . . . .  
9450 128-Mebane.. . . . . . .  
9451 152-Mortgage Lifter 
9452 77-Rowden.. ..... 
------- - I Average.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  / 37.87 34.221 1.881 15.701 6 . 0 4  4.391 55.91 12.7 
9453 
9454 
. . . . . .  9459 11-Lone Star. 
. . . . . . . .  9460 128-Mebane. 
From Spur, 1914 
130-Bank Account. . .  
3534-Black Rattler.. . 
9455 
9456 
9457 
485-B. B. Cleveland.. 
. . . . . .  16-Crowder.. 
443-Half and Half. . .  
. . . . .  94581 79-Hendrlcks.. 
9461 
9462 
152-Mortgage Lifter. 
77Rowden.. . . . . . . . .  
Average. . . . . . . . .  
TABLE 37.-COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS ARRANGED BY L O C ~ T I O N  
--Continued . 
8006!Cleveland Big Boll, No 485 . .  41.30 29.69 2.47 8.41 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  8032 Lone Star No 11 38.!47 30.53 8.27 
. . . . . . .  8034~13end;icks: N< 79.'. : : : : : : : : : 40.59 31 61 2.34 8.40 
. . . . . .  8036, Mehane Trlumph, No . 128 . . .  41.36 31.08 2.39 8.54 
80381I-Ialf and Half, No . 443 . . . . . .  41.20 30.94 1.95 . . . . . .  7.79 
. . . . . . .  8040 Black Rattler No 348 . . . . . .  38.25 32.26 2.28 7.73 
. . . . . .  8042/~rowdcr, No.'l6. . . . .  38.56 31.14 1.98 7.66 
. . . . . .  8044IMortgage Lifter, No . 152 . ' .' : : 41.72 29.65 1.98 7.78 
8046 Rowden, No 77 . . . . . .  ; 
. . : : : : . . . . .  40.76 31.52 1.77 7.62 . . . . . .  8028 Bank Account, No . 1.1  40.41 31.61 2.23 7.58 
~~~~~ 
... . . .  Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40.31 31.001 2.15 7.98 
From Troup, 1914 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9716BankAccount 
$3717 Black Rattler . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9718 Cleveland B1g Boll . . . . . . . . . .  09 16.12 5.33 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9719 Crowder 
9720'11alf and Half . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9721 Hendr~cks 
972'2 Idone Star . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39.50 33 . 00 . 23 14.45 6.08 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9723 Mehanc 39.57 32.06 2.45 14.41 6.70 
9724 Mortgage Lifter . . . . . . . . . . . .  41.20 32.41 2.30 13.28 5.78 
1)72SRowdcn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40.80 32.71 1.61 13.61 6.10 
-----
,Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  38.79 33.23 2.21 14.78 6.09 
. . . . . . . . . . .  39.69 30.73 . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.61 
39.86 30.48 2.38 . . . . . .  8.63 
130 . . . . . .  40.06 32.39 1.96 . . . . . .  6.89 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  39.61 32.75 1.87 . . . . . .  8.30 
348 .. . . . . . .  37.98 33.37 2.07 . . . . . .  8.53 
. 8074 I-Ialf and I Ialf, No 443 . . . . . .  40.16 31 . 87 2.22 . . . . . .  8.33 
8076 Mortgage L~fter, No . 152 . . . .  41 . 01 30.96 . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.98 
8078 Rowden, Np . 77 . . . . . . . . . . . .  35 84 32.50 . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.77 
80841Mehane Triumph, No . 128 h . 8 6  31 20' . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.55 
8086 Cleveland B I ~  Roll, No . 48i: : 40142 30: 63' 2.32 . . . . . .  7.54 
--lp 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39.45 31 69 2.14 . . . . . .  7.18 1 . 
I From Temple, 1913 . 
~ 3 2 0 J ~ i l 1 e r s  Long staple . . . . . . . . .  39.87 32.29 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.46 
8321 IIogins Long Staple . . . . . . . . .  37.75 34.73 1.89 . . . . . .  6.22 
8.722 Cleveland Big Roll, No . 485 . .  39.37 32.86 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.85 
8323 Bank Account, No . 130 . . . . . .  38.49 34.48 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.21 
8P2.211.. S., No . 178 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  38.49 32.33 1.93 . . . . . .  5.75 
8.S25,Black Rattler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37.33 33.114 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.13 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  83')6!Crowdcr No . 16 . . 37.63 33.81 6.04 
8357'Mortgagb Lifter ~".'i&i .' : : 40.13 32.29 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.52 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  83.'XLone Sta. . No . i l  . . . . . . . . . . .  37.95 32.46 6.61 
-----I Average . . . . . . . . . . .  38.56 33.241 1.91 . . . . . .  6.31 
m 
2% 
o e  
u 3 
3Y 
a 
I 
4- 
C 
2 
a& 
u.,. 
3J 
L 
.- 
9463 
9464 
9467 
9468 
9469 
9470 
9471 
-- 
.+ C k, 
- 
From Angleton, 1914 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rank Account 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Black Rattler 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  946.5Cleveland B . R  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I)466Crowdcr 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Half and Half 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hendricks 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I. one Star 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Mortgage Lifter 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rowdcn 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average 
39.83 
40.00 
41.48 
39.63 
41.38 
40.58 
4.38 
4.11 
4.57 
4.33 
4.44 
4.40 
4.30 
4.46 
4.37 
----- 
4.37 
I From Troup, 1913 . 
. . . . . . .  
,33.72 
33.66 
32.69 
33.33 
32.60 
---- 
33.25 
53.9 
57.5 
50.0 
53.5 
54.5 
55.6 
53.6 
51.6 
52.4 
53.6 
12.4 
9 . 8  
15.8 
13.8 
12.8 
10.0 
10.8 
10.7 
14.0 
12.2 
2.56 
2.45 
2.21 
2.38 
2.09 
2.35 
12.32 
13.88 
12.49 
13.02 
11.78 
12.25 
7.13 
5.61 
6.83 
7.18 
7.78 
7.201 
Table No. 38 shows the average composition of the cottonseed ker- 
nels, arranged by localities for the two yezrs. From seven to ten 
varieties were taken from each locality, and as nearly as possible the 
same varieties were secured from each station, but this was not always 
possible. 
TABLE =.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS FROM VARIOUS 
LOCALITIES. 
The highest fat  content is shown at Pecos, in the western part of 
the State, in 1913. The lowest is at  College Station, in 191.3. Col- 
lege Station, Beeville, Troup, and Denton show a smaller fat content; 
Nacogdoches, Lubbock, Peeos, Spur, Angleton, and Temple show a 
larger fat  content. Nacogdoches is in the eastern part of the State; 
while Lubbock, Pecos, and Spur are in the'western part. The differ- 
ences here shown are thus not altogether due to  climat-ic conditions, 
- 
but are partly due to the soil. 
TABLE 39.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SEED AND YIELD BY LOCALITIES. 
Percentage 
Meal 
Protein  at I U s .  Per 
Ton 
................... College Station, 1913-14. 
........................ Lubbock 1913-14.. 
............................ ~ e c o : ,  1i13-14. 
.......................... Beevllle 1913-14. 
..................... ~ a c o ~ d d c h e s ,  1913-14. 
Spur 1914 ........................... 
............................ ~ n ~ l k t o n  19i4 
.......................... Troup, 1613-14:. 
............................. ,Denton, 1913. 
Temple, 191 3. ............................. 
Oil 
GalJons 
Available 
Per Ton 
Table No. 39 shows the average composition of the seed and yields 
by localities, 7 to 10 varieties from each locality being grown two years. 
The yield of men1 is based upon 44 per cent. protein; and the yield of 
oil upon 7 per cent. oil in the meal, with no manufacturing loss. The 
yields are seen to vary from 33.3 to 41.5 gallons oi14per ton, and the 
yield of meal from 887 to 989 pounds per ton. The lowest yield of 
oil is at College Station, and the highest a t  Pecos; where the cotton 
was grown under irrigation. The writer is inclined to believe that 
the differences are due largely to the soil, and to a less extent to 
seasonal conditions. 
TABLE 40.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS OF VARIOUS 
VARIETIES. 
Bank Account, 1913.. . 
Rank Account, 1914.. . 
Black Rattler, 1913. .. 
Black Rattler 1914 . . 
Cleveland B i i  Bo11, '191 
Cleveland Big Boll, 191 
Crowder, 1913. ....... 
Crowder, 1914. ....... 
Half and Half 1913 
Half and ~ a l f :  1914: : : 
Hendr~ck. 1913. ...... 
Hendrick' 1914 
Hogins ~ b n g  ~t 'apie, ' i9 
Lone Star, 1913. ...... 
Lone Star, 1914 ....... 
Mebane Triumph, 1913 
Mebane Triumph, 1914 
Mortgage Lifter, 1913. 
Mortgage Lifter, 1914. 
Rowden, 1913. ....... 
....... Rowden, 1914. 
Table Xo. 40 shows the average composition of the cotton seed ker- 
neli, arrangtd by varieties. 
TABLE 41.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SEED AND YIELDS BY VARIETIES. 
. Bank Account, 1913-14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Black Rattler. 1913-14. .................... 
Cleveland B i i  Boll 1913-14. ................ 
Crowder, 1913-14. . I .  ....................... 
Half and Half, 1913-14.. ................... 
Hendricks, 1913-14.. ....................... 
Hogins Long Staple, 1913.. ................. 
Lone Star, !913-14.. ....................... 
Mebane Trlumph, 1913-14.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mortgage 1-~fter, 1913-14. .................. 
Rowden, 1913-14. ......................... 
Table No. 41 shows the average composition of the seed by varieties, 
znd yields of the different varieties. Table No. 42 shows the analyses 
of the individual seed, arranged by varieties. This is printed in  full 
in order that the different varieties map be compared locality by lo- 
cality, if desired. 
Percentage 
Protein I Fat 
I 
Meal 
Lbs. Per 
Ton 
Oil 
Ga!lons 
Ava~ lab le  
Per Ton  
G4 r 1  ~ E S - ~ S  L - \ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ; ~ - i ~ ,  EYPERIJIT;ST BTIOS . 
TABLE 42.-COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS, ARRANGED BY VARIETIES. 
i 
2h 
a, 
Z 
L+ 
L) 0
+ Z UY 
8006 
8062 
8086 
8100 
8138 
8154 
8322 
9318 
9784 
9368 
9400 
9445 
9455 
9465 
9718 
3 
t=, 
0 
2 
2.23 
2.03 
1.96 
1.94 
2.47 
2.25 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.15 
2.18' 
. .  
2.16 
1.86 
2.02' 
2.23 
1.86 
2.06 
2.28 
2.10 
2.07 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
1.99 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
--p-pp 
2.11 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.74 
2.10 
2.13 
1.71 
2.46 
1.95 
g s  
Q", 
m g y +  
.S 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
14.75 
$:i3' i6:48 
13.24 
16.15 
13.83 
12.01 
15.44 
14.70 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
17.41 
17.47 
15.69 
15.68 
12.75 
15.41, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average. 
Cleveland Big Boll, 1913. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Troup..  
. . . . . . . . . .  Nacogdoches.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Denton 
. . . . . . . . . .  Main Station. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pecos 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lubbock 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Temple 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cleveland Big Boll, 1914. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Mainstat ion 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lubbock 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pecos 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Reeville 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Nacogdoches 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Spur 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Angleton.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Troup 
Average.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5 
8 
a 
a 3 u z  
31 6 1  
33.89 
=.39 
30.02 
35.57 
33.35 
34.48 
33.05 
31.24 
35.20 
31 .9037 .01  
29.8g 
35.0:) 
35.09 
33.77 
34.60 
33.98 
S2.26 
36.49 
33.37 
30.54 
38.58 
36.88 
33.94 
34.58 
33.26 
35.91 
34.55 
%.53 
34.82 
35.59 
34.36 
33.75 
5s 
? E z 1 
;Z 
- 
3 
2 
5 
37.27 
41.30 
40.23 
40.42 
42.34 
32.59 
38.26 
39.37 
-
39.22 
41.95 
37.96 
41.06 
41.95 
37.81 
39.64 
41.88 
37.84 
40.01 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
10.4 
10.7 
13.3 
15.8 
12.5 
9 .3  
12.4 
9.0 
11.7 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
pp 
. . . . . .  
7.1 
7.7 
. 7 
11.3 
7.6 
8.6 
9.8 
. . . . . .  
7:58 
7.63 
6.89 
9.11 
5.46 
6.59 
6.21 
~~~~-~~~ 
7.07 
Bank Account, 1913 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8048 Troup..  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  8060 Nacogdoches 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8068 Denton. .  
. . . . . . . . . .  8098 Main Station. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8149 Lubbock 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8151 Lubbock. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  83233 Temple. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average. 
Bank Account, 1914. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  9316 Main Station. 
9782 1,ubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9370 Pecos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P398 Beeville 
. . . . . . . . . .  9444 Nacogfoches.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9453 Spur. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
34.35 
I 
40.41 
36.65 
40.06 
40.69 
35.34 
38.25 
38.49 
38.56 
41.16. 
35.22 
42.87 
36.63 
39.06 
. 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
2:18 
55.0 
52.5 
54.8 
54.4 
56.2 
9463 
9716 
8040 
8058 
8072 
80!#4 
8141 
1115'2 
8325 
9321 
9783 
9367 
9399 
9443 
9454 
9464 
9717 
. . . . . .  54.8 
. . . . .  .I 54.0 
. . . . . .  54.5 
51.2 
56.1 
54.8 
48.8 
54.9 
57.4 
53.9 
56.9 
54.3 
56.8 
55.0 
58.4 
57.9 
61.2 
58.8 
56.2 
57.8 
58.4 
60.5 
39.0 
54.4 
60.9 
59.7 
57.5 
6.38 4.39 
5.711 . . . . .  
7.41 5.07 
15.79 
29 69 2.47 
32 :0i 1 2.36 
5.97 4.97 61.6 
8.05 
6.06 
5.58 
7.03 
5.90 
-ppppppp 
6.60 
Ang!eton. i 40.58 
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37.37 
. . . .  
. . .  : : 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
13.84 
15.19 
16.41 
13.34 
10.58 
16.12 
30.63 
28.85 
38.03 
33.83 
32.86 
32.27 
30.59 
34.55 
31.77 
31.84 
33.17 
33.05 
32.13 
33.44 
3.80 
4.25 
4.42 
4.38 
4.83 
4.56 
I 
.Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Black Rattler, 1913. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Troup..  
. .  . . . . . . .  Nacogdochcs.. : 
Denton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Main Station. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pecos 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lubbock 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Templc 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Black Rattler, 1914. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Mainstat ion 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lubbock 
Pecos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Beevllle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Nacogdoches.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Spur 
6.17 
2.32 
2.32 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.31 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
-- 
1.89 
1.99 
1.93 
2.22 
2.02 
2.45 
2.09 
. . . . . .  7.73 
. . . . .  7.11 1 .  
8.53 . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  9.42 
. . . . . .  5.49 
. . . . . .  5.40 
. . . . . .  6.13 
. . . . . .  3.12 
. . . . . .  6.34 
. . . . . .  5.74 
5.58 4.40 
6.49 3.60 
6.20 4.14 
5.36 4.22 
7.32 4.11 
38.10 
38.25 
34.97 
39.98 
39.95 
33.57 
35.20 
37.33 
36.75 
38.47 
35.18 
35.32 
37.81 
37.02 
37.44 
8.41 
7.79 
7.54 
8.77 
5.85 
6.64 
6.85 
6.33 
5.95 
6.14 
6.40 
5.16 
6.18 
7.63 
8.39 
5.33 
~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - -  
32.571 2.12 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Angleton 39.00 
l'roup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37.95 
4.24 
14.311 6.431 4.561 51.2 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. : . . . .  
----- 
.... . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
4.14 
3.93 
4.21 
4.32 
4.57 
5.18 
14.3 
59.1 8 .5  
49.4 
51.0 
51.9 
53.2 
53.2 
52.6 
51.5 
51.8 
49.8 
52.2 
51.2 
50.2 
52.8 
50.5 
50.0 
52.7 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. r . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
14.5 
15.2 
. . . . . .  
12.3 
13.8 
14.9 
15.8 
13.7 
TABLE 42.-COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS, ARRANGED BY VARIEl 
-Continued. 
'IES 
Crowder, 1913. 
8042 Troup .......... 
.. 8050 Nacogdoches.. 
8070 Denton ........ 
........ 8143 Pecos.. 
....... 8146 Lubbock 
........ 8326 Temple I Average ........ 
Crowder 1914 
83231 ~ a i b  s tadon.  .. 
....... 9785 Lubbock 
.......... 9364 Pecos 
........ 9401 Beeville 
9446 Nacogdoches.. . .  
........... 9456 Spur 
....... 9466 Angleton 
......... 9719 Troup I Average ........ 
Half and Half, 1913. 
......... 8038 Troup 
.. 8080 Nacogdoches.. 
........ 8074 Denton 
.. 8106' Main Station. 
........ 8144 Pecos.. 
....... 8148 Lubbock 
I Average ........ 
'lalf and Half, 1914 
Main Station. . 
Lubbock. . . . . .  
Pecos . . . . . . . . .  
Beeville . . . . . . .  
Nacogd0,ches.. . 
Spur. . . . . . . . . .  
Angleton. . . . . .  
Troup . . . . . . . .  
Average. . . . . . .  
Lone Star, 1913. 
8032 Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8056 Nacondoches . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  80641 Denton. 
Main Station. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  
Lone Star, 1914. 
9320 Main Station. . . . . . . . . . .  I 40.631 31 281. . . . . .  ! . . . . . .  / 6 40 I .  . . . .  .I . 52 .0  12.2 
-----I- -- I Average... . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  39.731 32 .52  2.12) 15.21) 6 .08  4.34i 52.9 12.4 
9788 
9365 
9404 
9449 
9459 
9469 
9722 
Hendricks, 1913. 
8034 Troup.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 8.40 . 54.6 ...... 
8066 Denton. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  8.63 . . . . . .  55.0 . . . . . .  
8096 Mainstat ion . . . . . . . . . . .  9.19 . . . . . .  54.8 . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lubbock 
Pecos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Beeville 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Nacogdoches 
Spur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Angleton 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Troup 
----- i Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  139.54130.39i 2.361 . . . . . .  1 8.741 . . . . . .  i 5a.81 ...... 
COTTONSEED KERNELS, ARRANGED B Y  VARIETIES 
-Cont~nued. 
1 . 1 1  I 1  I 1  I 
I Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- 
9324 
9787 
9362 
9403 
L48 
158 
l68 
721 
Hendricks 1914. 
. . . . . . . . .  Main 'station. 
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pecos 
Eeeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
Spur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Angleton . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / Average 
I ~ e b a n e  Triumph, 1913. 
8036 
8052 
8084 
8092 
8139 
8155 
/ Average . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
Denton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Main Station. . . . . . . . . .  
Pecos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8322 
9789 
9366 
9405 
9450 
9460 
9723 
Mebane Triumph, 1914. 
Main Station. . . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pecog 
Beeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Spur 
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I Average . . . . . . . . . . . .  
044 
082 
076 
102 
147 
153 
327 
Mortgage Lifter, 1913. 
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
Denton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Main Station.. . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
319 
790 
369 
406 
451 
-461 
9470 
9724 
Mortgaqe Lifter 1914. 
~ a i n  ~ t a t i d n .  . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pecos 
Beeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Spur 
Angleton . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Troup ................. 
I Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8046 
8054 
8078 
810-1- 
8142 
8150 
9325 
9791 
9361 
9407 
9452 
9462 
9471 
9725 
Rowden, 1913. 
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
Denton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Main Station. . . . . . . . . .  
Pecos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Average. 
Rowden, 1914. 
Rlain Station. . . . . . . . . .  
Lubbock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pecos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Beeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nacogdoches . . . . . . . . . . .  
Spur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Angleto n . .  
Troup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l e  I' 
cer 
There is an  average difference i n  the varieties, and also differences 
in the same ~ a r i e t y  when grow-n in different places. Some of the dif- 
fereuces are clue to soil conditions, climatic conditions, soil fertility, 
and the clegree of maturity of t he  cotton when piclied, as  well as t o  
the rarietv of the seed. The  proportion of hull to Iternel, hoverer, 
a f l ~ c t s  decidedly the yield of oil, The  seed richest in oil is the Black 
R ~ t t l e r .  This seeil a l ~ o  contains the highest percentage of kernel, but  
the kernels are also rich i n  oil. The  Cleveland Rig  Boll is poorest i n  
oil, and c o n l a i ~ i ~  tlic lomect percentage of kernels. I n  1914, it car- 
riecl 14.3 per cent. lint, or nearip 6 per ccnt. more than the Blaclc 
Rnttler, ancl with closer ginning should show up better i n  percentage 
of hulls and oil. Thc next lowest is the Lone Star, ancl the percext- 
ag? of k e r ~ ~ c l s  i  Illtewise low. 
The ~eerl  of the Black Rattler and the Clevelancl Rig Roll were 
gron-n +\To -oars a t  wvcn or ei<gl-lt: cli-tf'prent sul~stations, ancl slion~ecl, 
on the averaq-e: the differences given above. Table No. 43 S~IOTVS t ha t  
a com-pari~or, of the individual lots grown in tlic different stations 
C ~ I ~ ) T T - S  tile R1:ick Rattler i n  every case to produce ~eeci ricller in oil 
il with a l i~rger percentage of kernels than the Cleveland Big  Boll. 
i- t h u ~  clearly evident tha t  some varieties of cotton naturally pro- 
c.c sced collibiniug more oil t han  other varieties. The  average clif- 
*ewe between these two varieties is 9 gallons per ton, v~hich, a t  A n  
~ t s  per gal!on. would bc $3.60 per ton difference i n  value. 
I t  &lqllt. Illerefore, to be po~sible to select varieties of cotton which 
~cluce a seed rich ill oil. Cotton is, howerer, primarily grown for 
lint, since the l int  is  much more valuable than the ~ e e d .  Yield 
quality of lint coulcl not  be sacrificed to yield of oil. It would be 
ssible, however, to select seed which ~ ~ o u l d  a t  t he  same t ime produce 
~ i g h  quality and quantity of lint, and a high quantity of oil. 
Apparently the proportion of kernels to meats offers a crude method 
approsimatelv judging extreme differences in  the quantity of oil 
~cluced from different seeds. This requires further study. 
COlIPOSTTION O F  SEED PROIL DIFFERENT T E X A S  LOCALITIES. 
Table No. 43 contains the analyses of a number of samples of seed 
as made bv a Tesac: oil mill from ~ e e d  secured from various parts of 
the State. The available yields are calculatecl on a basis of 44.6 per 
cent. protein p n c l  6.8 per cent. fa t  jn the meal, and a milling loss of 
'7 per ccnt. 'Plie mill can, of course, afford to pay a liigl~er price for 
secc? that contain l a r ~ e r  quantities of oil,_or, to take it the other 
may, tl.~e;; cannot afforrl to pay so rnuch for  seed low in  oil. T h e  table 
sl~onrs that  rliflerent lots of seed frgm the same locality map vary con- 
sitle~ably in oil content. At Goliacl, for esnmple, there is the differ- 
ence het~veen 37' a11d 44 gallons, or  Y gallons oil per fon in  two dif- 
ferent shipmentc. The average for Goliacl (sm-en lots) is 39 gallons, 
and Eel. Xohslo~r~n 36 gallonsp& difference of 3 gallons per ton, o r  
$ l . ?O a t  40 cents ner gallon. 
TABLE 43.-COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTONSEED, AS FOUND BY AN OIL MILL. 
Date 
I Weight Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
100 Meats I Water I Oil 1 1 2% Rotten 1 Seed Hulls G n s -  . 1 g; 1 E", Origin 
. . . . . . .  Dec. 13, 1915 South West Texas (Average). 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Dec. 13. 1915 West Texas (Average). 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Dec. 13, 1915 South Texas (Average). 
. . . . . . . . . .  Dec. 13, 1915 Central Texas (Average). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dee. 13, 1915 East Texas (Average). 
Oct. 9 ,  
Oet. 2 ,  
Oct. 30 
Sept. 16: 
Oct. 30, 
. . . . . .  1915 Austin. 
. . . . . . . . . .  1915 Arp 
1915 Aqua Dulcc. .. 
. . . .  1915 Appleby.. 
Anderson.. . . . . .  . . .  
1915 Burnett.  . . . . .  
........ 
Oct. 30. 
Oet. 22; 
Oct. 8, 
Oct. 13, 
Oct. 23, 
Oct. 30. 
1915 Bryan.. . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  1915 Bryan.. 
1915 Hrookshire.. .. 
1915 Brenham.. . . .  
1915 Hovnton..  . . .  
1915 Bloomington.. 
1915 Blanchard . . . .  
1915 13lair . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  1915 Uenehly.. 
1915 Ben Arnold. . .  
1915 Heeville.. . . . .  
06t. 25: 
Oet. 30, 
Oct. 30. 
Sept. 24; 
Sept. 21, 
Rug 16 
~ u g :  13: 
Aug. 10, 
Aug. 12, 
Rug. 12, 
Aue. 14. 
. . . .  1915 Beeville.. 
Beeville. . . . . .  
Beeville. . . . . .  
Heeville. . . . . .  
. . . .  1915 Beeville.. 
. . . .  1915 Beeville.. 
Aug.' 14; 
Oct. 10, 
Oet 22 
NO;. 5: 
Oct. 23. 
1915 ~ e e v i l l e . .  . . .  
1915 13echv1lle. . . . .  
1915 Ball~nger. ... 
1915 Ballinaer. .... 
1915 Bastrop. . . . . .  
1915 Hastrop.. .... 
. . . .  1915 Bastrop.. 
1915 Bastrop. ..... 
1915 Cuero.. . . . . . .  
1915 Cuero.. . . . . . .  
1915 Cuero.. . . . . . .  
1915 Cuero.. ...... 
Oct 8. 
S C D ~ .  16 I 
~ e p t .  16; 
Oct. 21, 
Oet. 11, 
Sept 23 
sept: 24: 
Sept. 20, 
gept. 19 
Aug. 16: 
Auw. 16 
Sept. 15' 
act. 12: 
Ort 25' 
Oct: 30: 
Oct. 30. 
~ c t .  23: 
Oct. 12, 
Oct. :70, 
Oct. 2 3 .  
Sept. 2 3 ;  
Oct. 25, 
Oct. 30. 
Oct. 30: 
Oct 9.5 
O C ~ :  23: 
Ort. 7 ,  
Oct. 12. 
Sept. 20; 
Nov. 5. 
0ct: 30- 
Oct. 25: 
Oct. 7 .  
hug. 16' 
Aug. 12: 
Auq 12 RUG' 10' 
~ u k :  14: 
Oct 8 
s ~ D ; .  23; 
Auq. 13' 
  an. 14: 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 23: 
Sept. 20' 
Se13t. 23 1 
~erJt .  7.5: 
Oct. 12 
Nov. 5: 
Oct. 
Oct. :I 
Oct. 22: 
Sept 16 
5ept' 16' 
hug: 16; 
Auq. 13 
JUI; 4: 
Nov. 5 ,  
TABLE 43.-COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTONSEED, AS FUUND BY AN OIL MILL 
Hulls 
Weight Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Date 1 Origin 1 l00 1 Meats W e  1 Oil Am.mo- Dam- 1 Rotten 1 Ggc!ns 1 I%!. 1 Seed nia aged Lhs. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct. 7 ,  1915 Manor. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sept 16 1915 Marlon..  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct.' 22: 1!)15 Marion. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct. 30, 1915 M:irlin. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sept 15 1!)15 Mathis. .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Aug: 14: 1915 Man,dlow.. 
Oct 19 1915 M e x ~ a  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  act' 30' 1915 l l r ~ ~ t g b ; n & ~ .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct: 13: 1915 Mt.  E~ te rp r i s r .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct. 25, 1915 Nacogdoches. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct. 8, 1915 Nacogdoches. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nov. 5 1915 New Rraunfels 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct. 9: 1915 New Hraunfels. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sept. 19 1915 New Braunfels. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sept. 21: 1915 New Braunfels. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Aug. 16, 1915 New Hraunfelq. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Scpt. 15, 1915 New ISraunfcls.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sep t.. 20, 1915 Nordhc~m  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rug. 12, 1915 Nordheim 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hug. 14, 1915 Nordheim. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. Rug. !6, 1915 Nordheim.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Scpl . 24, 1915 Oakwood.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sept. 13, 1!)15 Odem. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Sept.16, 1915Odem 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Aug. 13, 1915 Odem.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Aug. 10, 1915 Odem.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct. 25, 1915 Overton. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oct 9 1915 Palestme.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ c t :  2i: 1915 Phlestine.. 
Oct 30 
scpt  . 20; 
Oct 7 
~ e p i  20' 
Sept' 20' 
~ e p t :  in :  
Aug 13 
~ c p i  . 15' 
Nov . 51 
Srpt . 23' 
Nov . 5: 
Aug . 1'' 
Scpt . 25: 
Ort . 30. 
Oct . 5 .  
Oct . 22. 
Oct . 8 . 
J u l y  17' 
Sept . 2% 
Scpt . 16. 
Aug . 14 
Aua . 161 
Rug 16' 
ser;t' . 4 1 
Oct . 25. 
Oct . 13 
Sept . 15' 
Scpt . 1: 
Sept . 15. 
Aug . It;. 
Oct . 13. 
Sept . 9 
Oct . 71 
Sept . 23 
Sept: ti: 
Oct . 13 
Scpt . 20: 
Aug . 14 . 
Auq 16; 
N& 5' 
Ort.' 30: 
Aug . 12 
Aug . 10: 
Aug . 14 
Aue . 16 '. 
1915 Paxton ... 
1915 Iscarsall . . 
1915 Robstown 
1915 Robstown 
1915 Robstown 
1915 Robstown 
191 5 Robstown 
1015 Robstown 
1015 Rosebud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!115Rosebud: : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Rosenbcrg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I o i n l I < t ~ ~ e c  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)151St . fau! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15lSalina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 San Auquslinc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15 ~cgn in .*  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15 Seguin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1815Scgujn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915Sceuin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!115 ~lriiicr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Shiner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!t15 Shincr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Shiner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15Shiner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Shire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Skidmore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915Stafford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Stafford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915'Staflord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15 Sugarland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!415 Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15 Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Taft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
lR15ITaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1!)15 'raft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915Taylor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 'I'homaston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Thomaston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Thomaston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1915 Thomaston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1915 Thomaston 
1915 Thorndale . . . . .  
1915 Timpson . . . . . .  
1915 Tynan . . . . . . . .  
TABLE 43.-COMPOSITION OF TEXAS COTTONSEED. AS FOUND BY AN OIL MILL. 
-? 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Scpt. 
Oct. 
Scpt. 
Scpt. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Sept. 
Scpt. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Sept. 
Aug. 
A ~ R .  
Sept. 
hug. 
Aug. 
Rug. 
Aug. 
h3 
1 9 1 5 ' ~ a e l d c r . .  . .  
1915 Waelder.. . . .  
1915 Waelder.. . . .  
1915 \Vcimar. . . . .  
1915 Weimar . .  . . .  
1915 Westhoff. . . .  
1915 Westhoff. . . .  
1915 Wcslhoff. . . .  
1915 IVhilchouse.. 
1 Weight 
1915 Willis. . . . . . .  
1015 Woodsboro . . 
1915 \?Toodsboro. . 
1915 Woodsboro. . 
1915 \Vortham.. . .  
1915,Yoakurn. . . .  
19151Yoakum.. . .  
Date  Origin 100 Meats Water Oil Lbs. Lint Lbs. 
Oil 1 ;; Meal Sccd 
------- 
Per Cent Per Cent  
1 9 1 5 ~ o a k u m . .  .  
1915 Yorktown. . .  
1915 Yorktown. . .  
1915 Yorktown . . .  
1915 Yorktown..  . 
1915 Yorktown. . .  
Average. 
Per Cent 
I Hulls 
Since the shipments from the same town may come from different 
loca!ities in the tributary district, and since soil, season, variety, and 
ripeness affect the composition, a number of analyses from each local- 
ity, averaged for several years, would be required to bring out clearly 
the locality differences. Seed from Bryan, for example, may come 
froin cotton on the upland, or from cotton grown in the Brazos bot- 
tom. The table, however. is very valuable, and the writer hopes &at 
other oil millls in the State will sufiplemeot this data from analyses 
made for them. 
CO~4POSITION OF SELECTIONS. 
Table No. 44 contains analyses of a numbei- of selections of the same 
varietv of secd. grown under similar conditions at College Station by 
Mr. jobson. I n  order to avoid the influence of varying quantities of 
lint, the seed were delinted bv acid before they were cut. 'The aver- 
age oil content of the seed is 30.66 per cent., and the variation is 
from 28.34 to 32.50 per cent., or 4.16 per cent. oil in the kernels. 
Eight of the samples, out of the 26, contain more than 31 per cent. 
oil. The average percentage of oil in  the seed is 18.1 per cent. The 
highest is 20.64 and the lowest is 16.58 per cent. The highest oil is 
associated with the highest percentage of kernels. 
10157'~xp. 729. 
10158 Exp. 729 
10159 EXD. 729 
TABLE 44.-COMPOSITION OF SEED KERNALS 1915 DELINTED BY ACID- 
10163 Exp. 729 
10164 Exp. 7'29 B206.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
101 65 EXD. 729 ioisi', EX^. 729 
1 0 1 6 7 ; ~ ~ ~ :  729 
10168 Exp. 726 
10169 EXD. 729 
Per Cent 
Oil in 
Seed 
10170 Exp. 729 
10171 Exp. 729 
101 72 Exn. 729 
Per Cent 
Kernels 
Lab. 1 Description 
No. 
I 
--- 
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / . Average.. 41.341 30.661 5.361-18.11 
- 
The follon-ill? selections contain over 18.6 per cent. oil : B 164, 
B ?'8: E 20*5, I3 1P9. The follo~ving selections contain less than 17.6 
per cent. oi! (0.6 pel. cent. less than the average) : B 165, B 3, B 
201, B lS3. Somp of these selection? mill be planted 1);~ the Division 
of A g r o ~ i o ~ x ~  to we what character of seed they will produce. 
Water 
- - -  
Protein Ether 
Extract 
I 
R E L A T I O X  O F  CO1\IPOSITION O F  SEED TO CCMPOSITIOPI' O F  MEAL. 
While the composition of the seed affects the yielcl of meal and 
cake, as manufactured. rather than the composition on a protein basis, 
there is yet a relation between the compo~ition of the seed and the corn- 
position of the meal made from it. 
This is reflected in  the standards adopted for cottonseed meal al- 
ready given, which vary somewhat from State to State, being highest 
of all in  Tex~s .  
There is also a ~*e!ation hetnrcen the protein and crude fiber con- 
tent of the meal, and thc quality of the seed from ~vhich it  is made. 
Thus if two meals of the same yrotein content are made, one from 
seed of high protein coptent, and one from seer1 of low protein content, 
the crude fiber content will be higher in the meal macle from seed of 
a high protein conten:, ancl lower in the meal made from seed with 
a lawer protein content. By taking the protein and crude fiber into 
consideration together, one may get an idea as to the quality of the 
original seeil as regard protein. The varying amount of lint present 
affects the accuracy of the estimate. Of conrse, i t  is not possible to 
form an opinion as to the amount of oil pre~ent  in the original seed. 
Table No. 45 shows the average composition of the kernel residue 
from a number of seed, based on 1-1 per cent. fat ancl water content, 
and also the average composition of cottonseecl hulls on the same basis. 
TABLE 45.-AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF COTTONSEED KERNELS ON 15% WATER 
AND FAT BASIS. 
Tf one pound of cottonseed hulls replaces one pound liernel residue 
in the residue of the composition given in Table No. 37, we would 
have from Texas seed, fat  and water remaining constant, on an aver- 
age, 0.033 pounds protein, taking the place of 0.543 pounds of pro- 
tein, or a decrease of 0.51 ponncls protein. TVe mould also 11ave 0.424 
po~mds crude fiber taliing the place of 0.03 pounds crucle fiher, or an 
increase of 0.39 pounds crude fiber. Thus for a decrease of one 
ponnd protein we,rnould have an arerage increase of 0.76 yonncls crude 
fiber. 
Proceeding in the same may with the lcernel residue from-Eastern 
seed, we find that 39 = .84 pouncls crucle fiher talm tllc place of 
- 
.465 
one pound protein. 
8.00 
8.00 
8.00 
8.00 
9 .OO 
Texas Seed, 1913. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Texas Seed 1914 
Texas and bklaho&s'~ee'd 'dd&it'tke : : : : 
Eastern Seed, Committee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cottonseed Hulls, from as named. average 
6-24 
6.20 
6.01 
7.20 
2.44 
54.32 7 .00  3.01 
54.70 7.00 3.10 
54.36 7.00 2.55 
49 80 7.00 2.79 
3 : 3 0  6.00 42.35 
I i 
66 
59 
14 
32 
. . . . . . 
21.43 
21.00 
22.08 
25.24 
36.91 
Thus, the protein content of the original kernel residue could be 
approximately calculated from the following formula : 
ITIlere N - protein in seecl residue. 
P = protein in meal. 
F = cru~le fiber in  meal. 
L = 0.84 for Eastern seed and .'7G for Texas or Oklahoma 
seecl. 
If t h p  fa t  and water coatent of the meal is far from 1 5  per cent., 
it should be calculatecl to this basis for accurate results. However, 
on account of the variation of relative proportions of lint and kernel 
in meal, this is not necessary. For rapid and approximate calcula- 
tions, we may use the following formula: 
For a still more rapid and approximate check, the protein and cr ' 
fiber may be simply added. This is a useful rough check on anal 
cal ~vorl;? since the sum of the protein and crude fiber is fairly ( 
stant in a given locality. 
The fact 11-lust he recognjzecl that seed vary in composition. The 
preceding formula gives a method by which the protein content of 
the original kernel residue may be estimated from the analysis of the 
meal. 
The same method map also be used in  estimating the protein con- 
tent of the meal that mould have a desired crude fiber content. 
Thus suppose a meal from Eastern seed contains 36 per cent. pro- 
tein and 11 per cent. crucle fiber. What per cent. of protein would 
it contain with 9 per cent. crude fiber? 
X = P+ (11-9) 1.2 
= 36+2.4 == 35.4 per cent. protein. 
4 meal contains 42 per cent. protein and 6 per cent. crude fi 
What percentage of crlide fiber will it contain with 36 per cl 
protein ? 
(4?-36) .8 = 4.8 
6-j-4.8 = 10.8 per cent crude fiber. 
ber. 
ent. 
Tf the probable maximum crude fiber, and not the average, is to be 
con~iclered, as is necessary in malciag a guarantee under feed control 
laws: the safest plan is to estimate that 1 per cent. crude fiber re- 
pl~ices 1 per cent. protein. Thus the guarantee on the meal contain- 
i~lg 42 per cent. protein above cited ~vould be 1 2  per cent. crude fiber. 
ESTIJIATION O F  LINT ON COTTON SEED. 
The writer has seen no published metllod for the estimation of lint 
on cotton seed, though he is aware of the fact that n~ethocls, involving 
the use of sulphuric acid. are in use by some commercial chemists. 
Prelinzinary IJ7o~k.--The preliminary work inclucled a study of the 
strength of acid, the time and manner of drying, and the effect of the 
acid on the hulls themselves, without lint. 
The general method used in  the preliminary tests is described as 
follows : 
Weigll about 5 grains seed into a dry beaker, add about 10 c.c. con- 
centrateci sulplluric acid, and stir continuously with a glass roc1 until 
all lint except that on the tip of the seed has dissolved. This will 
take about one minute. P o i ~ r  acid and seed on a perforated porcelain 
plate in a funnel; drain and wash thoroughly, adding a quantity of 
water at  once so as to avoid heating the acid. Wash the seed thor- 
oughly, spread on filter paper, dry in steam oven for thirty minutes 
and weigh. 
E-feet of Strenglh of Acid.-This mas tested by adding 10 c.c water 
to 100 c.c. acid, allowing to cool, and then using i t  to delint 5 grams 
cottonseed. The delinted seed mere dried i n  a stearn oven for twenty 
minutes, exposed to the air over night, and weighed. 
A similar test was made with 20 C.C. water to 100 c.c. acid. 
TABLE 46.-EFFECT OF STRENGTH OF ACID IN AMOUNT OF LINT. 
1,aboratory Number 
10 c.c Water to 
100 c.c Water 
20 c.c Water:to 
100 C.C. Water,  
Time Per Cent 
minutes 
-- 
The results, compared with concentrated acid, are show11 in Table 
No. 46. The concentrated acid clelints the seed rnuch more -quickly . 
and giws lov-er resnlte. Hence its use is preferable. 
Method of Dryir,,g.-TTe here stndied the differences found bv dry- 
ing thirty minutes, drying four hours, and allorvii~e to remain exposed 
to the  ajr over ni<gI;llt. The results are in Table No. 4'7. 
TABLE 47.-EFFECT OF METHOD OF DRYING SEED ON AMOUNT OF LINT. 
Laboratory Number 
Gain in I Loss in 
standing over Drying ' 
Night 1 Four Hot~rs 
This is a gain of 0.85 to 1.00 per cent. in exposure over night. This 
con~ists of -n-ater tnkcn up by the eerd and is near the oripinal water 
content. 
It mould, of course. he pos~ihle to base the method upon mater-free 
seed. 
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lCo11ltiorz of FI~~kZ-Rrnn~.--lt is obvious that the solvent action of 
the sulphuric acid upon the hull-bran is an error in this method. 
Tn order to ascertain the possible magnitude of this error, several 
experiments mere made. I n  'one series of experiments the seed already . 
delinted by acid were subjected to a further treatment with acid, for 
two ininutes in one caw, ancl for four minutes in another. The seed 
were then dried thirty minutes and then exposed to the air over night. 
In another experiment, seed carrying little lint were selected, and the 
lint present was removed, with the exception of a small amount a t  
the tip. The seed were then treatecl for one minnte with concen- 
trated sulphuric acid, dried thirty minutes, and exposed to the air 
over night: The results are given in Table No. 48. 
TABLE 48.-HULL DISSOLVED BY ACID. 
The results show that about 2.S per cent. hull are dissolved by the 
acid in one minute. A larker quantity is dissolved clnring a longer 
period. We suggest a correction of 2.5 per cent. 
1 Delinted by Acid 
Laboratory Number '1 4 Min. 1 2 Min. 
I 
The methorl finally proposed bp us is described as follows: 
Weigh nearly 10 grams whole cotton seed, record exact weight, 
place in a dry beaker, adcl about 15 c.c. of co~icentrated sulphuric 
acid, and stir continnouely ancl thoroughly with a glass rod until all 
of the lint, mith the exception of a ~ ~ e r p  little on the tip of the grain, 
' ha3 dissolved. This mill take about one minute. Note the time 
taken. Pour the acid mith seed' on a perforated plate or porcelain 
crilcible top in a funnel so that the -acid mill run off quiclily. Wash 
quickly with a quantity of tap water; next, spread on ordinary paper 
ancl dry for thirty minutes in  the steam oven;' then allow to remain 
exposed to the air over night but protected from mice. Weigh and 
calculate per cent. and report percentage of "Dissolved lint," giving 
also time of contact. 
Care must be talien to select average seed, which are not brolien 
and which carry no trash; and to allow contact between aclcl a l ~ i l  
seed as long as needed. 
Delinted 
by Hand 
1 Min. 
QUANTITY O F  LIXT FOUND. 
Percentages of dissol~ed l int  on different varieties of seed ginned 
mith a small gill are given i n  Tables Noi. 38, 39, and 40. Tlle per- 
:entages vary more when averaged by variety (Table No. 41) than by 
ocalitp (Ta!)le No. 39). By locality, the  averages varied from 11.5 
;o 13.7 per cent.; by variety from '7.1 to 14.9 per cent. These aver- 
iges are not corrected by allowing for the amount; of hull clissolred, 
ohich is about 2.5 per cent. If this correction should be macle, the 
iced mould carry 9 to 11.5 per cent. lint, averaged hy localit!-, or 
.SO to 230 pounds per ton. 
TABLE 49.-PERCENTAGE O F  DISSOLVED LINT O N  SEED, U. S.  D. A. 
- -- - - - 
1,aboratox-y Number 
Table No. 49 shows the percentage of l int  on some of the seed col- 
ected bp Mr. Bidwell of the U. S. Department of -4griculture, ana l~~ses  
tf which are given i n  Table No. 23. These seeel ]lac1 heen reginned , 
nd mere ready to have the hulls removed. They carrT, after. a de- 
luction of 2.5 per cent. for dissolved hull, from 3.7' to 7.7' per cent. 
int, with an average of 5.4 per cent., 01- from 14 to 154 ponncls, with 
n average of 112 pounds per ton. At  the time these seecl were col- 
ected, the oil mills were not ginning as clo~ely as they 11ave been 
'oing in 1915-16, ancl the reginned eeed mollid IIOII~ carry nlnch slnaller 
lercentages of lint. 
During the process of ginning, the dirt and trash are removed sep- 
arately, but i n  a nilrnber of cases they are miser1 with the ginner1 seed 
br  t!le ginner. This practice has been pro11jl)ited b;v the X7arehouse 
~ n l r  of Texas, pas~ed  in 1915. The practice is. ho~r~eser, still followed 
in other States. The dirt  and trash must, of conrye, hc removecl be- 
fore the  cotion seed can be passed through the oil mill machinery. 
The aclclition of trash or dirt  which has heen rcmovecl during the 
process of ginning merely i n r o l ~ ~ e s  extra ~ ~ o r l i  on the part of tlie oil 
mill. It increases the ~ p e r a t i n ~ q  cost and clecreases the output per ton 
of peed. This is ~lsually distributed over the entire amount of seed 
purchased and decreases the price paicl for the seerl: so that  thcrc is 
lo gain to the f ~ r m c r  diie to thi!: acldition of dirt and trash, but 
here is really a loss, clue to the aclditional cost of its removal. The 
practice of a~lcling dirt and trash should be prohibited by the laws of 
all  state^, as !las been clone i n  Texas. 
Analptical and other ~vork  involved i n  th is  bulletin has been done 
by llessrs. :\shury, Tjather, Ogier, Hodges, Rudgins, Sprott, Weaver, 
Roark, Rucl~~valcl, Enochs, and others. 
FUJI1\7ilRP A N D  CONCLUSIONS. 
1. Cottoi~seecl meal on the Texas marliet; has, on an  average, de- 
creapecl in fcc-lclinc ~ r a l i ~ ~  uiltil i t  has reaclied the minimum permitted 
bv the Feed Control Service. 
2. Cotton~eecl meal has also decreased i n  feeding value i n  other 
 state^. 
3. The tlecrease is due t o  chtlnges i n  the method of milling and 
to regulation of the hull content for the purpose of making meal of 
the desired protein, or protein aoci f a t  content. 
4 .  ,4 description of the process of oil milling is given. 
5.  Chemical control of oil miliing has increased the efficiency of 
oi! extraction. 
6. J t  is po~silnle to secure a low oil content of the cake when 
the crude fiber is 7 to 9 per cent., though, under ordinary conditions, 
9 to 11 per cent. appears to lead to  a better extraction. 
'7. Tables are given showing the relation of crude fiber content 
to tlie p-reduction coefficients of cottonseed meal. 
S. Standards for cottonseed =en1 are 7 per cent. ammonia (equiv- 
alent to 36 per cent- protein) i n  South Carolina, 7.5 per cent. am- 
monia ( e c r ~ ~ i ~ - a l ~ n t  to 38.6? per cent. protein) i n  Xorth Carolina, 
Georgia, and Slabamn, 35 per cent. protein and not over 11 per cent. 
crude fiber i n  Oklakoma, and 51 per cent. protein and f a t  and not over 
11 per cent. crude fiber i n  Texas. 
9. Definition. of cottonseed meal are given. 
10. Cottonseed meal may be regulated by its protein content, o r  
protein and crude fiber content. 
11. l'lethocle for estimating hulls i n  cottonseed meal are discussed. 
12. l\letholls for calculatinz yield of oil and meal from the com- 
position of the seed are discussed. 
13, Com~)o~:'tion of cotton seed is affected by maturity of seed, 
locality, variet;~-. and v e a t h ~ r  conilition~. 
14. The r-ame 1:ariet~ gro~vn in different localities has a different 
composition.' 
15. Different rarieties 'grown i n  the same locality have a different 
~nlmosit ion.  
, Oil nlillers can afford to pay more for seed yielding larger 
titics of oil. 
'. T l ~ e  composition of the seeci i s  related to  the composition of 
Lne meal mi~cle froin it. A method of calculating the original protein 
content of the seed residue is given. 
18. A methocl for estimating l int  on cotton seed is given. 
